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Abstract 
 This project involved architectural and structural design using Building Information 
Modeling (BIM) software, structural analysis using spreadsheets and structural analysis software 
Mastan for two reinforced concrete structures for a non-profit organization in Guaimaca, 
Honduras.  Project management activities including cost estimating and project scheduling were 
completed using spreadhseets and the Primavera software package. The two structures to be built 
are a carpentry shop with a warehouse attached and a second story addition and interior 
remodeling to a functioning dormitory.   
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Authorship Page 
 This Major Qualifying Project is presented into two separate reports for the purpose of 
meeting individual graduation requirements.  The first report, submitted previously by Brian 
Labonte did not contain a construction project management section. Brian contributed to some of 
the chapters and activities found in this report. The report submitted previously by Brian was 
significantly edited and enhanced to create this second report, as follows:   
Additions:  
 4.2 Roof Design 
 5.1.1-2 Roof Results for both structures 
 6. Project Management Activities 
 BIM structural design for the carpentry shop 
 Cost estimating and project scheduling for both structures 
Significant Editing:  
 Abstract 
 Capstone Design Statement 
 4.1 Building Load Calculations 
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Capstone Design Statement 
 The capstone design requirement for this Major Qualifying Project was fulfilled by 
completing preliminary architectural and detailed structural designs of two reinforced concrete 
structures, and project management activities for both structures.  The two structures to be built 
are a second story addition and interior remodeling to a functioning dormitory and a warehouse 
that will also be used as a carpentry shop.  The design activities were supported by the use of the 
BIM software tool Revit Architecture and Revit Structure (trademarks by Autodesk), electronic 
spreadsheets and with Mastan2 (structural analysis computer software). Also, project 
management collaboration with an architect, project executive, and client was involved 
throughout the project. Spreadsheets, Revit Structure and Primavera were used to complete 
project management activities.   
 Three-dimensional digital modeling with the use of Revit for both structures allowed for 
improved visualization and effective modifications to be made to the architectural design of the 
dormitory building and carpentry shop.  Paul Lukez, a Boston architect, provided the project 
group with 3-D models of the chapel at the Mission and with plan view layouts of the existing 
dormitory building. These proved to be very helpful in the early stages of design. Several 
preliminary designs were created and then analyzed to ensure effective designs were being 
created.  Some of these preliminary designs were sent to Honduras for approval and feedback 
from the end user of these facilities. One of the largest revisions to the dormitory was to add a 
second stairwell egress to the second floor in order to adhere to United States building codes.  
Note, US building codes were used to ensure the building designs met an accepted safety and 
occupancy standard due to Honduras not having their own standard building codes.  In reference 
to the first carpentry shop preliminary design, a major revision that took place was to add a large 
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storage warehouse attached to the carpentry shop.  Modeling in Revit easily allowed the user to 
accommodate these changes in a consistent and systematic way and it also gave a powerful 
visual tool to clearly communicate the design intent to the client and advisors.   
 Specific codes and methods were used to perform structural analysis and determine the 
final design of both buildings.  ASCE7-98 wind and seismic codes were used to determine the 
lateral forces applied to the structures.  Historic wind and seismic data from Mexico and 
surrounding areas were used with these codes to best represent the wind and seismic activities of 
Honduras.  Dead and live loads used were based on information found in the Reinforced 
Concrete Design Handbook (Reynolds & Steedman, 1988).  For the reinforced concrete design, 
the American Concrete Institute, ACI 381-05, codes were used.  The 2005 version of the ACI 
codes were found in the Reinforced Concrete Design textbook by Wang, Salmon, and Pincheira 
(Wang, Salmon, & Pincheira, 2007).  All equations and values that were designed or given in the 
Imperial units were converted into metric units. Values derived from these codes were used in 
electronic spreadsheets. These spreadsheets, used for the structural design and analysis of 
reinforced concrete members and steel roofing systems, allowed for changes in member 
dimensions, applied loads, equations, etc. to be made quickly and efficiently.  These spreadsheets 
that were created will be useful for any future courses that involve concrete or steel truss design.  
Furthermore, these spreadsheets were used to input results from Mastan2 and integrate them into 
formulas.  
Cost estimating and project scheduling were performed using the methods set forth in 
Project Management and Engineering Construction by Gary Oberlender (Oberlender, 2000). 
Material quantities for estimating and scheduling were extracted from Revit Structure models. 
Project costs and task durations were calculated using information set forth in the 2006 edition of 
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Building Construction Cost Data published by RSMeans (RSMeans, 2005). Cost estimate 
calculations were performed in Microsoft Excel spreadsheets, and project scheduling 
calculations were performed through the Primavera software package. These spreadsheets and 
Primavera files will be useful to the Honduran Mission or its volunteers when they move forward 
with construction. They can be easily modified to reflect changing circumstances or material 
costs.  
Communication and organization were essential and major aspects of completing this 
project.  Most project communication took place throughout the week via email and formal 
meetings between the following parties:  William Kearney, Guillermo Salazar, Brian Labonte, 
and Rudy Pinkham.  This communication involved discussing progress with the project, 
establishing goals, and advisement on areas of concern.  Written and verbal communication was 
established with Sister Maria at the mission in Honduras.  Sister Maria was the liaison with the 
Mission.  She provided information about the background of the Mission, specifications about 
the buildings and land, and needs of the Mission. Specific questions were mailed to the mission 
that was necessary for understanding and completing the history of the mission, and architectural 
and structural plans.  Preliminary and final drawings were also sent to the mission for approval.  
William Kearney, who knew the Mission staff personally and had previously visited the site 
multiple times, was heavily involved with communicating with the mission and relaying 
information to the group.  All communication about progress, ideas, suggestions, and 
assignments were recorded and organized into weekly minutes, as seen in Appendix 9.14, and 
into a journal log.  The journal log included a descriptive outline of all activities performed in 
relation to the project and the amount of time spent on each activity.  These project management 
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skills were extremely helpful in understanding all aspects of the project and in measuring the 
progress made throughout the project. 
 The following realistic constraints listed in the ASCE’s commentary on “Engineering 
Design” were addressed during the capstone design of this project: 
Economic 
Several economic factors were considered throughout the capstone design. Member dimensions, 
configurations, and connections were designed as uniformly as possible due to available 
materials in the Honduras construction market and to reduce construction time, thus, saving on 
overall construction costs. Also, the same rebar size was used for everything except the slab on 
grades to allow the purchase of rebar in bulk, which will reduce the overall price of the rebar.  
Lightweight metal decking roofing material was used for both structures which decreases the 
dead load applied to the building, thus, reducing required member sizes for supporting elements.  
The structures were primarily created with reinforced concrete with consideration that it is a 
rather inexpensive building material and common building practice in Honduras, as opposed to 
steel construction in Honduras.  
Constructability 
 The Sisters at the Mission will be directly hiring companies for materials and laborers.  
Repeating some of the same factors in the economic section, uniform member dimensions, 
configurations, connections, and sizes were used to allow ease of procuring materials and site 
construction.  Less time interpreting different specifications, typically means that more time will 
be spent on actual construction.  Using only a few different steel members for the truss and joist 
design will allow for easier field assembly.       
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Sustainability 
 Honduras is exposed to heavy winds due to hurricanes and to high magnitude 
earthquakes (U.S. Geological Survey, 2009).  In order to withstand these severe winds and 
seismic activity, both structures were conservatively designed to uphold large lateral earthquake 
and wind loads calculated from nearby regions with similar exposure to these conditions. This 
will ensure that the buildings will remain structurally sound through most earthquakes and 
hurricanes; providing a long lasting adequate shelter for members of the community during times 
of emergency.  
Social 
 Information provided by Bill Kearney and Sister Maria showed that concrete is the most 
common construction method in Honduras, resulting in more concrete laborers than steel 
fabricators.  By using concrete construction, more jobs will be provided for concrete laborers.  
This will provide income to more people by allowing more to work on the job at once, thus 
contributing to the community and the efficiency of construction.  Also, the direct contact this 
senior group and advisors had with the Mission has a high social impact.  Both parties were able 
to work together by using experience and methods from different cultures and practices.  The 
Mission and this project group made efforts to adjust measurements, writing details, and verbal 
communication to allow ease in understanding aspects of the project, regardless of the language.  
This MQP allowed for two students and advisors to personally meet with Sister Maria from the 
Honduras Mission in Dighton Massachusetts, which would have never taken place if this project 
was not being carried out.  Meeting personally with a member of the Mission helped the students 
understand that this work was being done to help individuals from another country.  
ix 
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1. Introduction  
 Currently, a large percentage of people living in Honduras suffer from poverty, 
underemployment and few opportunities to receive a secondary education. Several organizations 
and groups are currently 
involved in doing their part 
to improve conditions in 
Honduras. One such 
organization is a Catholic 
Mission found in the 
centrally-located town of 
Guaimaca, about two hours 
from the capital, Tegucigalpa, refer to Figure 1.    Headquarters for the Mission is located near 
their Chapel.  Since the Mission was established in 2000, they have made great steps in 
improving the conditions in their region of Honduras.  The Mission has great concern for the 
well-being and education of its citizens who reside in the town and in nearby villages.  Their 
humanitarian efforts have not gone unnoticed.  With the help of several volunteers and grants, 
the Mission has grown immensely, including the building of a health clinic, girl’s boarding 
school, and dormitories for volunteers.  The health clinic, located next to the Chapel, provides 
basic health care to citizens who are ill, injured, and in need of receiving immunizations.  Many 
of the people using the clinic travel from the nearby villages that have no access to sufficient 
health care.  A girl’s boarding school is located near the Mission’s headquarters.  This boarding 
school provides high school age girls living in the villages with an opportunity to receive a 
secondary education, which would otherwise not be available.  In adhering to a state law 
Figure 1:  Location of Guaimaca, Honduras 
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requiring all students to wear uniforms while attending school, the Mission set up a sewing 
cooperative to manufacture uniforms for the students with the help of the Makkay family who 
donated a commercial sewing machine to the Mission (Makkay & Makkay, 2009).  The 
dormitory area is primarily used for humanitarian volunteers and religious members.  Several 
times a year, the Mission is fortunate to have several volunteers visit with expertise in the 
medical, engineering, architectural, educational, and other fields.  They devote their time to 
satisfy the needs of the Mission and the people.   
 In the last ten years, the Mission has grown larger and faster than could reasonably be 
expected.  This growth is attributed to the labor, time, and money donated by volunteers and 
organizations.  Much success and improvement in the community of Guaimaca and surrounding 
villages can be attributed to the efforts of the Mission and the people who helped make it become 
a success.  However, their new facilities are at capacity and there are still some needs not being 
met.  Currently, renovations and additions are being constructed to the clinic to accommodate the 
growing number of employees and clients that use this facility.  With enrollment increasing at 
the girl’s boarding school, the Mission desires to offer more classrooms to the students and have 
additional offices for faculty.  Recently, they have had visitors stay in some of the dormitories 
designated for the girl’s boarding school because of overcrowding.  Thus, the Mission also has a 
need to expand the dormitory area designated for volunteers and religious members.  Another 
issue the Mission faces is that the high school age boys have not been provided an alternative 
educational resource.  The Mission has expressed a desire to have a carpentry trade school built 
for these boys.  This will give them the opportunity to learn a very useful trade.  These needs and 
desires of the mission are not small projects that can be accomplished with a lack of funding, 
help and expertise.  The construction process involves several essential activities that must take 
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place before actual physical construction.  Project management, design phase, cost estimating, 
and project scheduling are some of these major pre-construction activities.  These activities can 
make up half of all costs relating to a construction project.  Furthermore, they must be completed 
by individuals with knowledge and expertise in the A/E/C 
(Architectural/Engineering/Construction) field.  The Mission is unable to fully fund these 
projects and find qualified volunteers in their local area.  There is a need to find A/E/C qualified 
and experienced individuals to manage most of the pre-construction activities on a volunteer 
basis. 
 In response to the specific needs of the mission in this regard, this project addresses 
design activities for a second floor addition and remodeling to the dormitory and for a carpentry 
shop.  These preconstruction activities include preliminary designs, structural analysis, cost 
estimating and project scheduling for each of the two projects.  Multiple alternative designs have 
been created and provided to the Mission for them to choose the most convenient design.  A 
second floor will be added to dormitories and renovations will take place on the first floor.  The 
second floor will contain separate sleeping quarters and bathrooms for men and women as well 
as a kitchenette and seating area.  Renovations to the first floor will include classrooms, offices, 
and an activity hall.  A carpentry shop has been designed to be built on a nearby farm on land 
that was donated to the mission.  This shop has a large working area for wood construction, a 
teaching and learning area, storage closets and racks, offices, and bathrooms.  Due to academic 
nature of this qualifying project all materials produced and provided to the Mission serve only as 
preliminary designs and data to assist a licensed professional. 
This Major Qualifying Project involved the completion of preliminary architectural and 
detailed structural design of two reinforced concrete structures.  The two structures to be built are 
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a second story addition and interior remodeling to a functioning dormitory and a warehouse that 
will also be used as a carpentry shop.  ASCE7-98 and ACI 381-05 codes were used to design the 
structures.  The design activities were supported by the use of the BIM software tool Revit 
Architecture and Revit Structure (trademarks by Autodesk), electronic spreadsheets and with 
Mastan2 (structural analysis computer software. Also, project management collaboration with an 
architect, project executive, and client was involved throughout the project.   
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2. Background  
2.1 Poverty 
Poverty can be found in all countries worldwide regardless of whether they have been 
labeled as a developed country.   Poverty is “the state of one who lacks a usual or socially 
acceptable amount of money” (Poverty, 2009).  In 2008 in regards to global poverty, the World 
Bank made several adjustments to their previous estimated calculations of 2004.  They increased 
the new poverty line by a quarter to $1.25 a day.  Meaning, those who are considered to live in 
poverty will live each day on less than $1.25.  At this new poverty line of $1.25 a day in 2008, an 
approximated 1.4 billion people (about 400+ million more people than in 2004) live at or below 
this poverty line (World Bank, 2008).  Living day to day on little to no money is not the only 
problem people endure while living in poverty.  Those living in poverty often do not have an 
adequate supply of food, potable water, clothing, and shelter from the elements.  Most in poverty 
do not have access to sufficient health care and education.  Impacts of poverty vary from region 
to region.  Extreme poverty is most prevalent in the sub-Saharan Africa region.  Approximately 
50 percent of the population living in this region lives on less than $1 a day.  This region has a 
life expectancy rate of 46.1 years and a literacy rate of 61.3 percent.  This is the extreme case.  
Latin America and the Caribbean region are not affected by poverty to the same degree as the 
sub-Saharan Africa.  Only 11 percent of the population living in the Latin American and 
Caribbean regions survives on less than $1 a day; that percentage more than doubles when 
referring to those living on less than $2 a day.  Life expectancy is about 71.9 years and the 
literacy rate is at about 89.6 percent. (Poverty Around the World, 2006)  Although Latin America 
fairs better than the region of sub-Saharan Africa and many other regions around the world, its 
conditions are much misrepresented.  The World Bank states that Latin America and the 
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Caribbean have a very unequal distribution of wealth with 48 percent of total income being 
generated by the richest one-tenth of the population, while the poorest one-tenth of the 
population only generate 1.6 percent (World Bank, 2008). The economic improvement in the 
Latin America and the Caribbean region has more to do with misrepresentation than actual 
improvement with poverty.   
2.2 Honduras  
Honduras is the second poorest country in Central America with an extremely unequal 
distribution of income (The World Factbook, 2009). In 2006, it was approximated that the richest 
one-tenth of the population accounts for 42.2 percent of total income and the poorest one-tenth of 
the population accounts for 0.7 percent.  More than an estimated 50 percent of the population 
lives below the poverty line of $1.25 a day (The World Factbook, 2009). Honduras is located 
between Guatemala and Nicaragua with part of the country bordering El Salvador, the North 
Pacific Ocean, and the Caribbean Sea.  The country has a life expectancy rate of 69.4 percent and 
a literacy rate of 80 percent; both lower than the regional average.  The unemployment rate is 
around 3.5 percent, however, about one third of the labor force is underemployed; seeking more 
opportunities to work.  Approximately 10 percent of people receive a secondary education 
equivalent to a high school, trade, and/or vocational education (The World Factbook, 2009).  
Despite these figures that show Honduras is a nation affected by severe poverty, there have been 
some minor improvements over the last few years.   
2.3 International Construction Practices 
 Over the past several centuries, construction technology and safety practices have greatly 
improved. The science of materials properties has greatly advanced, resulting in the development 
of materials such as steel and high-strength concrete. The failure modes of these materials have 
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also been extensively studied. In industrialized and developing countries worldwide, this new 
knowledge has been applied in many different forms. The deep understanding of materials 
properties and failure modes have resulted in the development of national and international 
building codes, such as the International Fire Code, the International Building Code, and the 
American Institute of Steel Construction Inc.’s Steel Construction Manual. These codes provide 
building design and construction specifications and requirements, which help ensure the stability 
and strength of a structure. Additionally, the relatively new, high-strength materials which have 
been developed have allowed the construction of skyscrapers, and awe-inspiring modern 
structures such as the “Burj Dubai Tower” which is currently under construction. Finally, the 
advent of computers and new software in engineering design has allowed great improvements in 
the design process. Three-dimensional architectural models can be quickly completed using these 
software programs, which can then develop floor-plans, elevation views, 3-D renderings, etc. 
almost instantaneously, whereas in prior years, many painstaking hours were required to 
complete similar drawing sets. These architectural models can then be linked with structural 
models, to ensure that the two designs fit together without conflict. 
2.4 Construction in Central America 
 However, as amazing as the recent advancements in the engineering and construction 
fields have been, many areas of the world, such as Central America, have yet to be affected 
significantly by them. These advancements are very expensive. Steel and high-strength concrete 
are expensive materials, the poverty of most of these nations creates difficulties in gaining wide 
access to architectural and structural design programs, and the countries have not put sufficient 
research and effort into developing adequate building and fire safety codes.  Therefore, Central 
America primarily utilizes wood, masonry, and reinforced concrete for housing and general 
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building construction.  The materials are not only less expensive than steel, but they are more 
readily available. 
2.5 Honduran Construction 
 Honduras is one of these nations. As yet, it has no wind or seismic codes (Chin, 2007), 
and what building codes it does have are not enacted as laws, but only as guidelines. Therefore, 
Honduran engineer Luis Eveline says via email correspondence with William Kearney that 
engineers in Honduras rely on US and international codes when designing. Additionally, due to 
the extreme poverty of Honduras, these new materials and techniques are very rarely used for 
private projects. Instead, most houses in areas such as Guaimaca are made of the best materials 
that Hondurans can obtain, and appear as shown in Figure 2.  According to Bill Kearney, 
architectural and structural designs are rarely, if ever, used for smaller projects. Instead, most 
structures are over-built. However, this leads to two short-comings. There is a possibility that a 
flaw may exist in the structure that an adequate design could have prevented, or that the 
Hondurans waste money over-building the structure, when an adequate design could have 
prevented such waste.  
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Figure 2:  Timber Construction in Honduras 
 Bringing some of this new technology into Honduras and encouraging new construction 
could aid the country and the people in several ways. One way is that it could simultaneously 
lead to less structural failures, and more conservative and effective designs, thereby saving lives 
and saving money. Another way is that it could provide jobs for Hondurans. As mentioned in the 
Introduction, more than one-third of Hondurans are under-employed. Encouraging construction 
could lead to many new jobs in Honduras that require unskilled labor, providing the much-
needed employment opportunities to the poorest class in Honduras.  
2.6 Project Management 
 Project management is a challenging task that must be performed for all construction 
projects. Garold Oberlender defines project management as “the art and science of coordinating 
people, equipment, materials, money, and schedules to complete a specified project on time and 
within approved cost” (Oberlender, 2000). The goals of project management require that 
managing skills be applied from the very conception of the project, through to completion and 
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close-out. This section will specifically focus on project management through the design phase, 
but only briefly discuss it through the construction phase, due to the focus of this report.  
 Throughout a project, the three main parties who must work together to achieve a 
successful completion are the owner, the designer, and the contractor. At the start, the owner 
conceives the idea for the project, and must work alone, or with the designer and/or his own 
project manager to define the project. The project definition consists primarily of the goals of the 
owner in undertaking the project. Once the project definition is known, the project scope, which 
is the work that must be accomplished to achieve the owner’s goals, must be established. Once 
the scope of the project is specified, the owner or his manager can select a design firm to 
translate the scope and objectives into architectural, structural, electrical and mechanical designs 
for the project.  
 Following the tasks of determining the project definition and project scope comes the 
task of project budgeting. In any project it is likely that the owner has a certain amount of money 
he wishes or is able to afford to spend on the project. One of the project manager’s tasks is to 
keep the project cost within that amount. The owner’s project manager is likely responsible for 
hiring subcontractors and ordering materials and equipment, and these must be achieved within 
the approved budget.  
With the budgeting, a project manager must also perform project planning and project 
scheduling. These address how and when the work for the project will be completed. Project 
scheduling is a fairly complex task which is performed for most construction projects. In order to 
plan, the manager will usually create a work breakdown structure (WBS), which is a chart 
showing every “work package”, or small, well-defined task, that must be completed in order to 
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complete a project. This WBS is then coupled with an organizational breakdown structure (OBS) 
which is a similar chart of people working for the project, and the tasks must be assigned to the 
correct parties. Project scheduling then takes the WBS and assigns a range of dates in which each 
task must be completed. Many tasks can be performed simultaneously, but the delay of some 
tasks is more critical than others, because it has an adverse effect on the timely completion of the 
project. These tasks are arranged in a network diagram, which shows the precedence of the work 
packages. When the duration of each activity is included, it is possible to find the “critical path,” 
or the succession of activities which cannot be delayed without delaying the completion of the 
entire project (Oberlender, 2000).  The project manager must ensure that these critical tasks 
occur as scheduled.  
Cost estimating is performed after project scheduling. For each work package, an 
approximation is made of the materials and labor time that will be required to complete each 
task. This is summed for all of the activities to calculate the direct cost of the project. Indirect 
costs are usually calculated based on the direct costs. These included workmen’s compensation 
insurance, general liability, overhead costs, tools and equipment costs, and permits and licenses. 
Finally, mark-up and contingency costs are included if a firm is being hired to complete the 
work. If subcontractors are performing part of the work, they perform these cost estimating tasks, 
which they present to the owner or general contractor, to be hired for their part of the work 
(Oberlender, 2000). 
 The final two tasks of project management are project tracking and close-out. Project 
tracking is the process of comparing what has been completed to what was scheduled to be 
completed and making adjustments to plans accordingly. Project close-out is the process of 
finalizing and finishing all tasks, and turning the project over to the owner. 
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 Effective project management requires understanding of scope, budget and schedule. 
These are the three main components of every project, and are dependent on each other. If the 
scope expands, the budget and schedule must also grow, to accommodate the change. 
Conversely, if the budget is cut, the schedule may not change, but the scope will likely be forced 
to shrink. For this reason a project manager must carefully avoid scope changes, unless the 
owner has been informed and approves of the changes and the consequent changes in budget and 
schedule. 
 Finally, a project manager must be able to foresee problems when possible, or identify 
them when they are present, and develop solutions that minimize the detrimental effects on the 
project. Successful completion of a construction project is subject to many variables, including 
weather, imperfections inherent in humanity, poor subcontractors, construction accidents, 
etcetera, and the successful construction project manager must learn to foresee the difficulties 
caused by these variables and avert or diminish them.     
2.7 Design Process 
 Once the scope of a project, total square foot of building, occupancy, use of building, 
etc., is determined, design can begin. The first step in design of a construction project such as a 
building is the architectural design. This design is the architect’s solution to meet the needs of 
the owner. It should address all of the owner’s goals for the project, whether they are usable floor 
space, possible daily product output, eye-appealing exterior design, etc.  If the owner is unhappy 
with the design, he/she can request that it be redesigned. Final architectural designs include 
exterior and interior finishings, roofing, flooring, windows, etc.  
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 Once a satisfactory architectural design has been completed, the structural, electrical and 
mechanical designs may begin. This paper will focus primarily on the structural design, as that is 
one of the foci of this project. The goal of the structural design is to provide a solution to support 
the acting loads on the facility during its lifetime within the constraints established by the 
architectural solution. This is a challenging task due to the many variables, including 
construction materials, anticipated loadings, and building codes that must be considered.  
 There is a wide variety of structural materials available, including but not limited to 
wood, steel and concrete. Each of these materials has different strengths and is preferred in 
different situations. Before structural analysis and design can begin, primary building materials 
must be selected. The decision can be weighted by cost, availability, practicality of the material 
for the purpose, familiarity of designers and construction contractors with the material, and the 
owner’s preference.  
 Once the building material has been selected, detailed design and analysis may begin. 
This is a very important process, as an error in it could result in economic loss and/or loss of life. 
Every structure when it is under construction and once completed faces various loadings. These 
include wind loads, rain loads, snow and hail loads, seismic loads, dead loads from the weight of 
the building components and furniture, and live loads from building inhabitants, to name some of 
the most common ones. The structural engineer must anticipate the maximum loads that could be 
encountered by the structure, and determine the critical load combinations. Every component of 
the structure must then be designed to withstand each one. These components include but are not 
limited to footings, columns, beams, girders, connections and trusses. The engineer must be 
careful to consider all situations. When the building is under construction, it is not facing 
maximum loads; however, all structural components are not yet in place to resist the load. 
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Therefore each of these components must be strong enough for both the construction phase and 
the occupancy phase. If one error is made in one part of the building, it could have a domino 
effect and destroy the entire structure.   
 Along with the loads, building codes must be considered. Within the United States there 
are usually state, national and international building codes with which engineers are required to 
comply. When these codes are adhered to, it is stated that there is usually a 1:10,000 chance of 
failure in the structure. United States building codes are some of the most conservative codes 
because of the strict standards in place and also probably because of the excess materials 
available in America. Thus, buildings usually are very sustainable because they are built with a 
higher probability to withstand severe loads that typically will never be subjected to the building.  
Canadian and Latin American codes are less conservative in design; however, they are still 
sufficient to withstand the loads that are generally acting upon to the building.  Often, these 
codes are altered to follow a stricter earthquake or wind building code after a large earthquake or 
hurricane comes in contact with the region. These last two codes do not account for large 
unforeseen loads that might come in contact with the designed structure.  Hence, the  In some 
third-world countries, such as Honduras, local and national detailed building codes are not 
established, and engineers use United States and international building codes for design (Eveline, 
2009). Poverty and lack of structural code compliance can result in catastrophic structural 
damage due to an earthquake, as recently seen with the large earthquake that took place in Haiti. 
A thorough building code provides minimum requirements for the safety and design of 
structures. They prescribe safety factors for each type of component, as well as equations for 
design and analysis. Additionally, they frequently provide appendices that aid the engineer in 
determining expected loads that will be placed on the structure. Performance specifications are 
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given as well. One example of this is the maximum deflection allowed at the top of a skyscraper. 
Skyscrapers are very tall and thin, and the top can sway several feet in strong winds. Building 
codes specify maximum deflections in the wind because many people could get motion sickness 
if the building swayed too far. It should always be remembered in design that the codes are a 
minimum that is required to be met, and that according to the engineer’s judgment, there are 
times when it is best to exceed the code, even though it costs more financially.  
 One important factor to note is the interdependency of the various designs on each other. 
If a change is made in the architectural design after the structural design has been started, 
alterations must be made to the structural design. It may even be necessary to begin it anew. The 
same is true for the designs of the electrical and mechanical systems in the structure. Late 
changes to design can prove very expensive. If other designs must be altered due to a change in 
one, previous labor-hours spent on the earlier designs were wasted. Additionally, if the designs 
are far enough advanced, material or equipment may already be ordered or present on the 
construction site, and change orders must be issued, delaying work or requiring work to be re-
done. For this reason, alterations to design should be avoided as much as possible once 
structural, electrical and mechanical designs have been started.  BIM software tools, such as 
Revit, make it easier to make alterations throughout the project. 
2.8 Building Information Models (BIM) and BIM Tools 
 “The key to any successful project is clear, concise understanding between architects, 
engineers, construction professionals, facility managers, and owners” (Autodesk, 2010).  BIM 
removes substantial communication barriers that quite often exist between design and 
construction teams.  Autodesk Inc. is one of the leading companies that provide BIM software 
tools.  BIM assists project teams to create more accurate designs, reduce waste, alter designs 
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more quickly, and produce designs with improved accuracy (Autodesk, 2010).  The Revit Suite 
is a popular BIM software package offered by Autodesk Inc., which utilizes object-oriented and 
parametric technology.  
The Revit Suite is a relatively new software package that, among other functions, enables 
one to build 3-D architectural and structural models of buildings. Revit Architecture is 
specifically intended for architectural models and designs. This program has the capacity to use 
objects representing building components such as walls, floors, roofs, etc.. as well as sites with 
desired topography and features such as grass, trees, benches, business signs, etc. Buildings may 
be added to the site according to the architect’s desire. Object walls may be defined through their 
parameters such as specified height, thickness, material and color. Floors, ceilings and roofs can 
be added to the building with a similar level of detail. Once the basic structure has been 
designed, many interior details may be added. Revit Architecture comes with a wide array of 
architectural elements. These include furniture such as chairs, desks, beds, tables, etc., which 
may be edited using the parametric engine of the software tool to consistently change dimensions 
and appearance upon insertion. There are also electrical, plumbing, and access elements, such as 
lights, sinks and stairs, respectively.  Once created, the Revit model can be easily altered to 
reflect design changes such as window placement, room size, ceiling height, etc. Another 
important feature of Revit Architecture is the ability to create floor plans on standard-sized 
sheets, 3-D sketches, 3-D renderings, and videos showing a walk-through of the building.  
 Revit Structure is another component of the REVIT suite. This program allows the 
designer to create a 3-D model of the structural elements of a building. It has many different 
built-in steel column and beam sizes, wooden trusses, load-bearing and non-load bearing walls, 
etc. These structural elements can all be combined to create a complete structural model of the 
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desired building. These models are very useful for two reasons. They can be used to ensure that 
no elements interfere with each other in three-dimensional space, which is a very difficult task to 
accomplish when one depends only on a two-dimensional drawing.  
 The two programs can also be extremely useful for project management applications. 
Schedules for components can be made in each program, which facilitates cost estimating. 
Additionally, various parts of the building can be placed in various construction phases. The 
phases can be shown in a variety of orders. Single phases from any part of the project may be 
shown, or several phases may be shown together. This is very useful for visualizing the building 
at various stages of construction.  
 Perhaps the most useful function of these two programs is their ability to share linked 
files, and allow communication between the programs. On most construction projects, there is a 
team of engineers and a team of architects working to design the structure. The architect 
develops the appearance according to the owner’s vision, and the engineer creates a structural 
design to support that appearance. However, very frequently in the field the architect or the 
engineer will change a major design feature of the building, either without informing the other 
party, or with a miscommunication as to the nature of the change. This can lead to coordination 
problems. If they are advancing with two different designs, the mismatch will be discovered at a 
future time when much construction or design work has been completed and the problem is more 
expensive or impossible to resolve, due to having incorrect materials for the job, or a delay for 
correcting the problem. Even if the engineer or architect does communicate the change, every 
delay in that communication increases the expense of the project, because the alterations that 
must be made to the other design take valuable time out of the project schedule and require more 
working hours to alter the design. The use of the Revit Suite can help avoid this problem by 
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providing nearly instantaneous and accurate communication of the change through “linking” the 
architectural and structural design files. As an example, a roof of a building has a slope of 1:12, 
and the structural and architectural files have been linked. The engineer decides he does not like 
the roof, so he changes the slope to 1:6. The next time the architect opens the architectural file, 
he will have the option of checking for and/or approving updates. Performing this quick check 
will reveal the change the engineer has created, and gives the architect the ability to accept or 
reject the change. In simply opening the file and performing this quick check, the architect 
knows the exact change that the engineer has performed, and knows whether there is a problem 
to address about the design of the structure.  
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3. Architectural Design and Analysis 
The needs of the mission were discussed in detail prior to starting any of the architectural 
designs.  These needs were determined from information provided by Paul Lukez and William 
Kearney, who both had direct communication with Sister Maria at the mission.  Paul Lukez is a 
professional Boston architect who has visited the Mission on previous occasions to offer 
humanitarian services, which include but is not limited to architectural work.  William Kearney 
serves as a Project Executive for Gilbane Building Company in Boston and has made several 
visits with church groups and Engineers Without Borders to the Honduras Mission to offer 
humanitarian relief.  William Kearney was the direct contact to Sister Maria.  Sister Maria lives 
at the Honduras Mission and manages most of the work there, which includes but is not limited 
to operating the health clinic, managing construction and maintenance work, and farm work. 
Sister Maria is the main contact at the Mission and she relays any requested information from 
other people at the Honduras Mission back to either William Kearney or this project group.  
Revit Architecture software was used to create and modify all of the architectural drawings.  
Creating architectural designs involved multiple steps to reach a final design.  The basic order 
used to design the architectural drawings for the mission in Honduras follows.  First, a floor plan 
was created that specified the size of the building, the material makeup of the floor, walls, and 
doors, and the layout and location of all the rooms.  Second, furniture and other materials were 
added to the floor plans to give perspective and capacity of each room.  Next, a roof was 
designed and windows were added to the buildings.  After the preliminary designs were 
completed, they were reviewed by William Kearney and Guillermo Salazar before sending them 
to Sister Maria for final approval.  Suggestions were made on how to improve the architectural 
designs.  Also, research on US building and fire codes was completed to ensure the designs were 
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satisfying all standard safety codes.  Adjustments and improvements were made to the 
preliminary designs until a final design was created.  Once the final design was completed, the 
designs were reviewed by William Kearney and Guillermo Salazar for approval.  These designs 
were sent to the mission as well for a final approval.  After the final approval was received, the 
structural design was started.       
3.1 Architectural Design and Analysis for Dormitory 
 The Mission has very specific needs for the second story addition to the dormitory.  The 
dormitory currently has two large bathrooms, three dormitory rooms that hold about 8-10 bunk 
beds each room, and a large open room for functions. They periodically have volunteer workers 
who spend one to several weeks at the Mission, helping with their work. These volunteers, up to 
several dozen at a time, eat and sleep at the Mission. The goal of this second story is to be able to 
comfortably house the volunteers. With this goal in mind, several alternative preliminary designs 
were developed. These were presented to Father Craig, from the Honduran Mission, who 
understands the needs of the Mission and helped to select the most convenient design, as 
documented in the following sections.  
3.1.1 Preliminary Designs for Dormitory 
 The design of the second floor of the dormitory was largely influenced by the layout of 
the first floor. Certain facts had to be taken into consideration, such as where the load-bearing 
walls and major structural elements of the first floor were located. An effort was made to 
concentrate second-floor static loads, such as partition walls, directly over the load bearing walls 
and structural elements below. The first floor layout can be seen in Figure 3 and in Appendix 9.1. 
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 Several major architectural design variables were taken 
into consideration in the preliminary designs. In all preliminary 
designs, the first floor was left the same as shown in Appendix 
9.1. The second floor variables included location and size of the 
dorm rooms, whether there is a kitchenette, whether there is a 
bathroom in the narrow end of the floor, or whether a large 
square area should exist in the wide portion of the building, 
which is open to both floors, providing a very large and high-
ceilinged lobby.  
 The first preliminary second-floor design can be seen in 
Appendix 9.1.  In this design, no second-floor exists in the wide 
portion of the building, resulting in a cathedral type ceiling 
providing an aesthetically pleasing area. This design also 
includes narrow dorm rooms running along one side of the building, with a small bathroom at the 
narrow end, for use by inhabitants of the larger dorm room. This design did not have a 
kitchenette. As can be seen in the floor plan, this design does not allow for much room around 
the beds in the dorm rooms, and although there is a general lack of space in the building, the 
lobby-area is very appealing. Some walls which create a separate room on the first floor must be 
removed to achieve this design.  
 The second preliminary design can be seen in Appendix 9.1.  In this one, the space that is 
left open, in reference to the area in between the stairwell and both bathrooms on the second 
floor, in the previous design has a floor, and is left as a sitting area.  The dorm rooms remain in 
the same location as in the previous design, but the small bathroom in the narrow end of the 
Figure 3 Current state of Dormitory 
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building has been removed. Additionally, the two large bathrooms are made a little smaller, in 
order to put a kitchenette in the corner of the second floor. This design is allows for a much more 
efficient use of space, as the dorm room in the end has room for more beds because the little 
bathroom has been removed, and because the floor area in the wide portion of the building is 
almost doubled. However, the dorm rooms are still very small, even for standard twin beds.  
 The third preliminary design moved the dorm rooms to the wide end of the second floor, 
moved open sitting space to the narrow end, and provided a kitchenette at the narrow end as 
well, as can be seen in Appendix 9.1.  This design allowed for very efficient use of space, with a 
large number of beds in each of the dorm rooms, as well as adequate sitting space for many 
people, and a kitchenette.  A summary of all alternative designs is seen in Table 1. 
Table 1:  Summary of Alternative Designs 
Design Bedrooms Approx. Beds Bathrooms Kichenette Seating Area Exits
1 3 21 2.5 N N 1
2 3 24 2 N Y 1
3 2 19 2 Y Y 2
 Summary of Alternative Designs
 
3.1.2 Final Designs for Dormitory 
 The preliminary designs discussed above were presented to Father Craig, of the 
Honduran Mission.  According to the needs of the Mission, he preferred the design with the large 
dormitories in the wide portion of the building. Additionally, a decision was made to keep the 
kitchenette and the seating area in the preliminary design. These decisions were made in order to 
provide sufficient space for the volunteers to sleep, as well as to provide the highest level of 
comfort possible for the volunteers.  
 Another factor that was considered in the final design was the need for a second means of 
egress on the second floor. According to the International Fire Code, two exits are required 
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residencies with an occupancy exceeding ten (IFC Section 1015.1). Additionally, these means of 
egress are required to be spaced at least half “the distance of the maximum diagonal distance of 
the area to be served” apart (IFC Section 1015.2.1). For this reason, a stairwell was designed 
behind the kitchenette, leading downstairs to the large double-door entrance almost directly 
below.  
 Additionally, after the preliminary designs were completed and before the final design 
was outlined, simple structural drawings of the existing structure were supplied to the project 
group. These designs showed that a kitchen is part of the dormitory structure. It is adjacent to the 
small, multi-purpose room and the bathroom. Because this kitchen is part of the same structure, 
the second floor design was modified to extend out over the kitchen, allowing for an extra dorm 
room on the second floor with minimal extra work and cost.   
 A small design change was also made to the first floor. Until the second floor is 
constructed, the first floor is where volunteers are housed. For this reason, the bathrooms are 
very large, and each has multiple showers. However, once the second floor is constructed, the 
first floor bathrooms will no longer require showers. For this reason, the showers were removed 
from the bathrooms, and the bathrooms were made smaller, in order to be as space-efficient as 
possible. The final first floor and second floor designs, including dimensions, can be seen in 
Figures 4 and 5, respectively, and in Appendix 9.1. 
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Figure 4:  Final First Floor Architectural Plans for Dormitory 
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Figure 5:  Final Second Floor Architectural Plans for Dormitory 
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3.1.3 Analysis of Plans for Dormitory 
 This design allows for a maximum of 40 volunteers to sleep, assuming all beds are bunk 
beds. It also allows sitting space and leisure space for at least 20 of these volunteers at a time. 
The bathrooms contain a total of six showers and six toilets, which should allow for all 
volunteers to cleanse daily without an unreasonable wait time. The kitchenette provides an 
opportunity for personal food prep and meals throughout the day, thereby meeting the 
requirements of the Mission. This design also complies with basic international fire and safety 
codes.  
 These designs are also very economical for the Mission. The second-floor bathrooms and 
the kitchenette were placed almost directly above the first-floor bathrooms. This will minimize 
the amount of piping and plumbing work required, and thereby minimizes the cost of 
construction of the second floor. A summary of the final architectural design is shown in Table 2. 
Table 2:  Summary of Final Design 
Design Bedrooms Approx. Beds Bathrooms Kichenette Seating Area Exits
Final 3 30 2 Y Y 2
Summary of Final Design
 
3.2 Architectural Design and Analysis for Carpentry Shop 
  The Mission has the desire to provide a vocational education to boys and young men 
living in the villages surrounding Guaimaca.  They currently own a large amount of farm land 
located near the Mission.  There are preliminary plans to build a retreat center and a chapel set 
up on a hill in the middle of this property.  At the bottom of this hill, they have designated an 
area for the carpentry shop.  There were a few different preliminary drawings designed for the 
shop due to the Mission providing more information about the building orientation and further 
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desired uses for the building.  The general requirements for the final design were influenced and 
approved by Sister Maria.      
3.2.1 Preliminary Designs for Carpentry Shop 
 The first preliminary design for the carpentry shop was developed by modeling the R.W. 
Traip Academy High School wood shop in Kittery, Maine.  Primarily, the high school wood 
shop was used to assist in determining the minimum outer dimensions of the carpentry shop, 
general layout, and size of rooms and working areas. Proportional measurements of the outer 
floor plan of the wood shop were used to design the building size of the carpentry shop. 
Determining the size of the office and storage room was done by making direct comparisons to 
the wood shop.  The carpentry shop needed to include a machine area, a working area, a teaching 
area, an office, a bathroom, and a storage area.  Designing the sizes of these areas and rooms for 
the carpentry shop involved making size approximations based on the number of students and 
instructors.  Interior wood doors were designed for the storage room, bathroom, and office; metal 
security doors for all three exterior doors.  There will be a bay garage door installed in the front 
of the building for easy delivery of materials and machines.  A concrete slab was used for the 
floor.  CMU (concrete masonry units) was the building material selected for all the walls.  The 
walls were designed to be fifteen feet high.  The floor and walls will not be covered with any 
additional material.  Only the floor plan and wall heights were created for the preliminary design 
of the carpentry shop.  The front of the building is located on the South wall.  The West wall will 
be alongside the road.  The East wall will face the farm land.  The finished preliminary design 
can be seen below in Appendix 9.2.     
There were several new items to consider while preparing what was intended to be the 
final design, but became the second preliminary design.  The first preliminary design of the first 
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floor was not altered while making second preliminary design decisions.  However, a decision 
was made to add a second floor with dimensions of 10’ x 40’ above the storage room, bathroom, 
and office.  This extra floor is to be used for storage of light to medium weight items; i.e. small 
wood construction projects.  Appendix 9.2 shows an overhead 3-D image shows where the 
second floor is located and the general layout of the building.   
A roof with a 5”/12” slope was constructed that runs with the 60’ long West and East 
walls.  There is a 1’-6” roof overhang along the West, North, and East walls.  A roof overhang 
was designed to extend 10’ past the South wall to provide a dry location for outside wood 
storage.  Two wood columns are intended to support this roof overhang.  Long horizontal 
windows were added on the South and East walls at a height of 12’-6” to allow sunlight into the 
building and no windows on the wall that faces the road to prevent any possible break-ins.   
3.2.2 Final Designs for Carpentry Shop 
 A few weeks after receiving approval for the second preliminary design, Sister Maria 
made some further requests that dramatically changed the preliminary designs of the building.  
Before receiving these new requests, it had been determined that designing the shop in unit 
meters would be appropriate since Honduras uses the SI system. The Revit software used can be 
used with different measurement templates (Imperial and Metric). The location of the carpentry 
shop is still to be located on the farm; however, it would now be set back at the base of a hill 
where a retreat and chapel were to be built.  A major change to the layout included an 18m x 
15m storage room being added on to the back of the shop.  All of the elements of the carpentry 
shop section designed in the second preliminary drawing basically remained the same however 
their positioning changed to allow easy access to the newly added storage room.  Also, the 
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landing above the offices and the stairwell leading to that landing were removed due to the new 
large storage room.  These layout changes can be seen in Figure 6 and in Appendix 9.2.  
 
Figure 6:  Final Carpentry Shop Layout 
Windows were added to all sides of the building at a new height of 5m because the shop 
was no longer located near the road and break-ins were no longer a major concern.  A bay door is 
centrally located at the front and back of the building to allow easy transport of materials.  All 
doors were removed from the right side of the building because of the location of the interior 
rooms.  The pitch of the roof increased to a slope of 6”/12” and the overhang increased to about 
half a meter.  The size of the building increased dramatically due the storage room being added 
on to the back of the building.  The new perimeter dimensions of the building are 36m x 18m, 
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which converts to the approximate dimensions of 118’ x 59’ in Imperial units.  A final 3-D 
interior layout design can be seen in Figure 7 and in Appendix 9.2. 
 
Figure 7:  Final Carpentry Shop 3-D Layout 
3.2.3 Analysis of Plans for Carpentry Shop 
 The carpentry shop is designed for a maximum occupancy of 28 people when being used 
as a school and shop; 25 students, 3 instructors.  However, the carpentry shop has been designed 
to also serve as a shelter during an emergency.  There are three storage areas designed for the 
shop.  The small storage room on the first floor is intended for tools, materials, and extra supplies 
such as hammers, nails, sand paper, chairs, tape measurers, etc.  The large 18m x 15m storage 
warehouse is meant to hold all the carpentry shop lumber, supplies for the retreat center and 
chapel, and any other storage needs.  A bathroom has been designed to have one toilet and one 
basin sink.  The office is designed to accommodate up to three instructors.  There are four large 
desks to be used for constructing smaller wood projects and for a learning area.  Two large open 
areas are designed for carpentry machines and large carpentry projects.  The open area floor plan 
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allows flexibility to rearrange the layout of the room according to the needs of the instructors and 
students.  Although electricity will be available to the building, several windows were designed 
to allow plenty of sunlight into the shop to cut down on electricity costs from electric lighting.  
There are five means of egress to adhere to fire codes and safety.  The three large garage bay 
doors allow ease in delivering materials and equipment to the shop.  The half-meter roof 
overhang provides moderate protection from the elements around the perimeter of the building.  
Designs of the carpentry shop are basic, but the designs include all the necessary elements that 
an instructional and functional carpentry shop would need without an expensive design.    
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4. Design and Analysis 
 All reinforced concrete members were designed in accordance with ACI 381-05 (ACI 
Committee 318, 2004).  These ACI specifications were found in the textbook, Reinforced 
Concrete Design by Wang, Salmon, and Pincheira (Wang, Salmon, & Pincheira, 2007).  All 
members and slabs were designed with 20Mpa (3000psi) compressive strength and with 400Mpa 
(60000psi) yield strength, however, the slab on grade was designed with 30Mpa (4000psi) 
compressive strength and with the same yield strength of 400Mpa (60000psi) because the WRI 
figures and tables only accounted for concrete with a compressive strength of 30Mpa (4000psi) 
(Ringo & Anderson, 1992).  All structural design and analysis calculations were completed using 
customized spreadsheets and computer software (Mastan2).  Sample calculations for the 
customized spreadsheets are included in Appendix 8.6 and the actual working spreadsheets are 
included as a separate electronic file submitted with the MQP project.   
The loads applied to the building must be calculated before the building frames can be 
analyzed using structural analysis software.  The roof must be designed in order to determine the 
peak roof heights, which are used to calculate wind loads.  Roof dead loads must also be 
calculated to determine the earthquake loads (EQL) applied to the building.  Roof live and rain 
loads are also calculated and applied to the frame.     
4.1 Calculating Loads Applied to Building Frame 
 All loads applied to the building for design were calculated according to, Minimum 
Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures - ASCE 7 (American Society of Civil 
Engineers, 1998). The newest edition available to the group was from 1998; therefore the 
calculations were made based on that edition. All calculations were performed in Excel 
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spreadsheets. Instructions on how to use the spreadsheets can be found in Appendix sections 9.7 
to 9.12 and the spreadsheets are attached to the report. Please note that all table and figure 
references in the following sections refer to those in ASCE 7-98.  
4.1.1 Wind Load Calculations 
 The first step to calculating the wind load is to determine the 3-second wind gust speed 
ten meters above the ground, V. Because no wind speed information is available from Honduras, 
wind speeds from Texas and Louisiana were used. Next the wind directionality factor, Kd, was 
determined from Table 6-6. The structure’s importance factor, I, must then be determined from 
Table 6-1, followed by the exposure category as defined in Section 6.5.6.1. Following the 
determination of the exposure category, the velocity pressure exposure coefficient, Kz, must be 
determined from Table 6-5. A topographic factor, Kzt, must then be determined, if necessary. 
Because there were no known topographic irregularities around the structures in Honduras the 
project group decided to leave Kzt as one. The next variable, the gust effect factor, G, was not 
determined in this instance because it is included in the exposure factors provided in Figure 6.4, 
to be used later in the calculations. Next the enclosure classification must be determined, in 
accordance with Section 6.2 definitions. Finally, the internal pressure coefficient, GCpi, and the 
external pressure coefficient, GCpf, must be determined using Table 6-7 and Figure 6.4, 
respectively.  
 Once the above variables are all defined, the velocity pressure, qh, is determined using 
Eq. 6-13: 
ݍ௛ ൌ 0.00256ܭ௭ܭ௭௧ܭௗܸଶܫ   (1) 
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With qh known, the design wind pressure, p, can be calculated for each surface of the building 
using Eq. 6-16:  
݌ ൌ ݍ௛ൣ൫ܩܥ௣௙൯ െ ൫ܩܥ௣௜൯൧       ሺܰ ݉ଶሻ⁄  (2) 
As noted in the equation, this process yields a design pressure acting on the structure. Tributary 
areas can be determined and forces acting on individual members can then be calculated for 
design. The spreadsheet used to calculate the wind load is attached. It was made to be easily 
modified should the Mission or an engineer wish to adjust the wind load calculations based on 
greater knowledge of the area. Instructions on how to use this spreadsheet are included in 
Appendix 9.7.  
4.1.2 Earthquake Load Calculations 
 The first step in calculating the seismic load on a structure is to determine the seismic use 
group of the structure. The seismic use group is then used to determine the occupancy 
importance factor, I. Next, the maximum considered earthquake ground motion at short periods, 
SS, and at one second, S1, must be determined from Figure 9.4.1.1. The site class must then be 
determined according to the definitions given in section 9.4.1.2.1. Using this information, the 
maximum considered earthquake spectral response acceleration for short periods, SMS, and at 1 
second, SM1, can be determined from equations 9.4.1.2.4-1 and 9.4.1.2.4-2, as follows:  
ܵெௌ ൌ ܨ௔ܵ௦    (3) 
ܵெଵ ൌ ܨ௩ ଵܵ   (4) 
Where Fa and Fv are site coefficients based on the site classification given in Table 9.4.1.2.4 a 
and b, respectively.  
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 The next step is to determine the design spectral response acceleration parameters at short 
intervals and at one second, SDS and SD1, respectively. This is done using equations 9.4.1.2.5-1 
and 9.4.1.2.5-2, as follows:  
ܵ஽ௌ ൌ ଶଷ ܵெௌ   (5) 
ܵ஽ଵ ൌ ଶଷ ܵெଵ    (6) 
Once these values are known, the structure can be assigned to a design category. The method of 
determining the seismic load varies with the different design categories. Both of these structures 
were in design category E, and the seismic base shear can be determined using Eq. 9.5.3.2-1:  
ܸ ൌ ܥௌܹ   (7)  
where W is the total dead load and CS is the seismic design coefficient and is taken to be: 
ܥௌ ൌ ௌವೄோ ூ⁄     (8) 
but is not to exceed:  
ܥௌ ൌ ௌವభ்ሺோ ூ⁄ ሻ    (9) 
and not to be less than either of the following two values:  
ܥௌ ൌ 0.044ܫܵ஽ௌ  (10) 
ܥௌ ൌ ଴.ହௌభோ ூ⁄     (11) 
In the above equations, R is the response modification factor found in Table 9.5.2.2, I is the 
importance factor found at the beginning, and T is the period given by:  
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ܶ ൌ ܥ்݄௡ଷ/ସ    (12) 
Where hn is the height of the structure from the ground to its highest point and CT is the period 
coefficient determined by the definitions in section 9.5.3.3.  
 Finally, the amount of shear force present at each level of the building can be determined 
by the equation 9.5.3.4-1: 
ܨ௫ ൌ ܥ௩௫ܸ    (13) 
where Cvx is the vertical distribution factor given by equation 9.5.3.4-2 in ASCE 7: 
ܥ௩௫ ൌ ௪ೣ௛
ೖೣ
∑ ௪೔௛೔ೖ೙೔సభ
   (14) 
where wx and wi are the portions of the dead load assigned to that level, hx and hi are the heights 
from the ground to that level and k is an exponent related to the period of the structure and can be 
determined from the definitions given in Section 9.5.3.3. These variables and equations were all 
entered into an Excel spreadsheet which was programmed to perform all calculations and to 
perform logic functions to choose the correct values of variables such as Cs for which there were 
multiple possible values. Instructions on how to use the spreadsheet are included in Appendix 
9.9. The spreadsheet is attached.   
4.1.3 Roof Live Load Calculations 
 The roof live load was calculated in accordance with section 4.9 of ASCE 7. The first step 
is to determine the value of four variables: At, F, R1, and R2. At is the tributary area in square 
meters of any structural member and F is the number of inches of rise per foot of run in a pitched 
roof. R1 can be calculated from the following equation:  
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ܴଵ ൌ ቐ
1                                          ݂݋ݎ ܣ௧ ൑ 18.58 ݉ଶ                      
1.2 െ 0.01076ܣ௧             ݂݋ݎ 18.58 ݉ଶ ൏ ܣ௧ ൏ 55.74݉ଶ
0.6                                      ݂݋ݎ ܣ௧ ൒ 55.74 ݉ଶ                       
      (15) 
R2 can be calculated from the following equation:  
ܴଶ ൌ ቐ
1                                           ݂݋ݎ ܨ ൑ 4                         
1.2 െ 0.05ܨ                      ݂݋ݎ 4 ൏ ܨ ൏ 12               
0.6                                      ݂݋ݎ ܨ ൒ 12                       
  (16) 
With these variables defined, the roof live load can be calculated from Eq. 4-2 in ASCE 7: 
ܮ௥ ൌ 0.96ܴଵܴଶ        ݓ݄݁ݎ݁      0.58 ൑ ܮ௥ ൑ 0.96    (17) 
These calculations were all performed in an Excel spreadsheet. Once the values for the slope and 
the tributary area are entered, the spreadsheet will return the appropriate value for the roof live 
load in kilopascals, as it is programmed with logic functions to decide which value for each 
variable it should select. The spreadsheet is attached and instructions on how to use it can be 
found in Appendix 9.10. 
4.1.4 Rain Load Calculations 
 The first step in calculating the rain load for a roof is to determine the value of two 
variables, ds and dh, the height of the secondary drainage system outlet from the undeflected roof 
and the additional depth above ds at its design flow.  Once these two values have been 
determined they simply need to be plugged into equation 8-1 from ASCE 7 to determine the 
pressure from the rain in kilopascals:  
ܴ ൌ 0.0098ሺ݀௦ ൅ ݀௛ሻ    (18) 
These load calculations were also performed in an attached Excel spreadsheet and instructions 
for its use can be found in Appendix 9.11. 
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9.1.5 Dead Load Calculations 
 There was not one specific method for calculating dead loads. Each type of member of 
both structures had a different procedure. Ultimately, the density and weight of each type of 
material used had to be calculated and the correct proportion of that weight assigned to each 
member that would bear it, based on tributary areas. An example of how to do this can be found 
in the attached spreadsheet, as well as instructions in Appendix 9.12. 
4.2 Roof Design Methods   
4.2.1 Carpentry Shop Roof Design 
 The carpentry shop roof design involves the use of steel joists, steel trusses, and walls for 
supporting the structure. The joist sizes were found by calculating the maximum moment 
experienced by each joist and then using the Catalog of Standard Specifications and Load Tables 
for Steel Joists and Joist Girders from the Steel Joist Institute (Steel Joist Institute, 2009) to 
determine the size joist required. Additionally, bridging was added to the design to follow the 
regulations set forth in the specifications.  
 The trusses were designed by calculating the forces exerted on the truss. The axial force 
for each member was then calculated, and the member size was selected based on the 
specifications set forth in the Steel Construction Manual (American Institute of Steel 
Construction, Inc., 2006). After member sizes were selected, the axial forces were adjusted to 
include the self-weight of the members. New members were then selected which could bear their 
own weight in addition to that from the joists and roofing. Calculations for the carpentry shop 
roof design can be found in the attached Excel spreadsheets.  
4.2.2 Dormitory Roof Design 
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 At the beginning of the project, a decision was made to keep the slope of the dormitory 
roof the same as it currently is. Because this slope is very shallow the project team decided to use 
joists mounted directly on the dormitory walls to form the roof support for the narrow portion of 
the second story. For the wider portion a large, steel W-shaped member was selected to span the 
middle of the building. Smaller joists were mounted with one end on the W-member and the 
other sloping down to be mounted on the dormitory walls. The joist sizes were determined by 
calculating the maximum moment experienced by the joist and then selecting an appropriate joist 
to carry the load from the tables listed in the Steel Joist Institute’s publication (Steel Joist 
Institute, 2009).  As with the carpentry shop, bridging was added to conform to regulations set 
forth in the manual. The larger W-shaped member was selected by calculating the maximum 
moment experienced by the member, and then selecting an appropriate member from those set 
forth in the Steel Construction Manual (American Institute of Steel Construction, Inc., 2006). 
Calculations for the dormitory roof design can be found in the attached Excel Spreadsheets.  
4.3 Reinforced Concrete Structural Design  and Analysis Procedures 
4.3.1 Slab Design Procedure 
The reinforced concrete floor slabs were only designed for the dormitory and they 
support the dead and live loads of the second floor.  A total of six slab sizes were considered.  
These slab sizes were based upon the size of the room beneath them. Each slab was structurally 
analyzed to determine the required slab thickness, the required amount of rebar, and the required 
areas to place the rebar.  The unbraced shorter dimension (L) of the slabs is the unbraced 
distance between either the girder and beam or the beam and beam.  The most critical ASCE 
loading condition combinations were found to be 1.2D + 1.6L.  All sample calculations are found 
in Appendix 9.6.  The method found in Reinforced Concrete Design is explained in detail below. 
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First, the minimum thickness of the slab was determined by using the L/h ratios from 
ACI table 9.5 (ACI Committee 318, 2004). The larger value obtained from the L/h ratios governs 
and determines the minimum slab thickness. The L/h ratios used are the following: 
min ݄ ൌ   ௅ଶସ    (19) 
min ݄ ൌ   ௅ଶସ    (20) 
 After the minimum slab thickness was determined, the dimensions of the beams that 
would support the slab were assumed to be 300mm for all the slabs. Then, the beam depth (d) 
was calculated using the following formula; with the bar radius being equal to 6.35mm for #13 
(metric) rebar and with the cover being equal to 20mm: 
ݎ݁ݍݑ݅ݎ݁݀ ݀ ൌ ݄ െ ሺܾܽݎ ݎܽ݀݅ݑݏሻ െ ܿ݋ݒ݁ݎ   (21) 
Then, the slab self-weight was calculated using the following formula where the concrete mass 
per length per length of concrete was equal to 0.000024Mpa per mm of concrete: 
ݓ ൌ ݄ ∗ ሺ0.000024ሻ   (22) 
The bending moment requirement for thickness without the ACI moment coefficient is found by: 
ܯ௨ ൌ ଵଵ଴ ሺ߱஽ ൅ ߱௅ሻሺܮ௡ሻଶ  (23) 
with,  ߱஽ ൌ ݓ ∗ 1.2   (24) 
with,  ߱௅ ൌ ܮܮ ∗ 1.6   (25) 
with, ܮ௡ ൌ ݈ܿ݁ܽݎ ݏ݌ܽ݊ ൌ ܮ െ ܾ݁ܽ݉      (26) 
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The strength coefficient of resistance, ܴ௡, is calculated next by using table 3.6.1 from the 
Reinforced Concrete Design textbook by Wang and Salmon (Wang, Salmon, & Pincheira, 2007).  
Values for rho are found by looking at the section of the table where f’c=20Mpa and Fy=400Mpa 
(Wang, Salmon, & Pincheira, 2007).  When designing concrete slabs, one-half of the ߩ௠௔௫ is 
used because any ߩ that is one-half or less than the ߩ௠௔௫ will usually give reasonable resistance 
toward deflection.  The equation used to find the strength coefficient of resistance is as follows: 
ܴ௡ ൌ ߩ ௬݂ ቀ1 െ ଵଶ ߩ݉ቁ,  (27) 
with, ݉ ൌ ௙೤଴.଼ହ௙ᇱ೎.  (28) 
 The slab now needs to be checked to see if it has any shear requirements and phi is 
assumed to be 0.75. This is done by calculating the max shear Vu by: 
max ௨ܸ ൌ 1.15 ሺఠವାఠಽሻሺ௅೙ሻଶ   (29) 
and, ߶ ௖ܸ ൌ ߶ሾ2ඥ݂ᇱ௖ܾ݀ሿ  (30) 
If ߶ ௖ܸ is greater than max ௨ܸ, no stirrups are needed, as was true in all of these slab designs.   
 Next, reinforcement for a one-way slab is to be determined using table 8.4.1 in the 
Reinforced Concrete Design textbook by Wang and Salmon (Wang, Salmon, & Pincheira, 2007). 
This table includes the necessary steps and formulas to calculate the required area steel using 
ACI moment coefficients that vary depending on slab location. From this chart, the min As can 
be determined by referring to Table 3.9.1 and choosing the amount and number of reinforcement 
that will give an area steel equal or greater than the min As (ACI Committee 318, 2004). The max 
spacing of reinforcement is found by multiplying the slab height by three.   
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 After the regular reinforcement is designed, the longitudinal reinforcement must to be 
designed. This is done by finding the area of steel required for this type of reinforcement. Rho 
equals 0.0018 when Grade 60 deformed bars are used in slabs. The area of steel is calculated and 
then the max spacing of reinforcement by multiplying the slab thickness by five.  From here, 
Table 3.9.1 from Wang and Salmon’s textbook is used to find the amount and number of 
reinforcement that will give an area steel equal or greater than the As, as seen in Appendix 9.3.  
 Now the negative moment reinforcement needs to be selected.  The ACI 12.11.3 must be 
checked and satisfied (ACI Committee 318, 2004).  First the shear at the inflection points is 
calculated by using the following equations from ACI shear and moment diagrams, figures 7.5.2 
and 7.5.4, from Wang and Salmon’s textbook: 
ଵܸ ൌ 0.3870ሺ߱஽ ൅ ߱௅ሻܮ௡ (31) 
ଷܸ ൌ 0.3535ሺ߱஽ ൅ ߱௅ሻܮ௡  (32) 
The development length for the bottom of the rebar that extends past the inflection points into the 
supports needs to be computed by using the following formula: 
௖್
ௗ್ ൌ
௖௟௘௔௥ ௖௢௩௘௥ା௕௔௥ ௥௔ௗ௜௨௦
଴.ହ  (33) 
This value must be smaller than the center-to-center spacing of the supports. The development 
length (Ld) can now be calculated for the top bars and the other bars using the following formula: 
ܮௗ ൌ ൭ ଷସ଴
௙೤
ඥ௙ᇱ೎
ట೟ట೐టೞఒ
೎್శ಼೟ೝ
೏್
൱ ݀௕ (34) 
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where, ߰௧ ൌ 1.0 ݂݋ݎ ݋ݐ݄݁ݎ ܾܽݎݏ ܽ݊݀ 1.3 ݂݋ݎ ݐ݋݌ ܾܽݎݏ  ,  ߰௘ ൌ ߣ ൌ 1.0  and ߰௦ ൌ 0.8  for #6 
(Imperial) bars and smaller. The variable ܭ௧௥ ൌ 0 since there are no stirrups. Strength is checked 
by calculating for C, T, a, and Mn. The actual length (La) is calculated by using the following 
formula: 
ܮ௔ ൌ ሺmax ݏ݌ܽܿ݅݊݃ሻ ݀௕  (35) 
Now using ACI 12.11.3, the requirement at the inflection points and the simple supports can be 
checked using the following formulas, respectively: 
ெ೙
௏ೠ ൅ ܮ௔ ൒  ܮௗ  (36) 
1.30 ∗ ெ೙௏ೠ ൅ ܮ௔ ൒  ܮௗ  (37) 
Using the ACI coefficients, the point of inflection can be found and the required distance to cut 
the location is computed by using the following formula: 
ሺ0.5583 െ 0.3341ሻሺ݈ܿݎ ݏ݌݊ሻ ൅ ௖௟௥ ௦௣௡௠௔௫.  ௦௣௔௖௜௡௚ (38) 
This length represents how long each negative reinforcement bar should be cut to length. 
 With completion of all of these steps, the final design for the slabs can be completed.  
Slab four required the largest slab thickness to support applied gravity loads.  To assist in ease of 
construction by having one uniform design, the required slab thickness was applied to all the 
slabs and the slab design process was repeated again. Now that the slabs are designed, the beams 
that will support the slabs can be designed. 
4.3.2 Beam Design Procedure 
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The next step in the building process would be to calculate the dimensions, areas of steel 
and the shear requirements of the beams that will support the floor slabs. The first thing to 
calculate would be the dead load of the slab, assume a beam weight and calculate the live load on 
the beam depending on the whether the beam was a floor or roof beam.  This then would allow 
you to find the moments on the beam due to the dead loads of the slab and beams and the live 
loads, in accordance to ACI 8.3 (ACI Committee 318, 2004).  Equations 9-12 were used with the 
new factored loads (the square root in equation 12 was multiplied by six instead of 2 in this 
case).  The shear coefficient from ACI 8.3 was used to calculate the required b and d of the beam 
(ACI Committee 318, 2004).  The positive moment required was found by choosing the smallest 
value from the effective flange equations and assuming a beam depth, d.  From this, the required 
area steel, As, can be found. 
Using ACI table 9.5a, the minimum beam depth can be calculated (ACI Committee 318, 
2004).  Once the height, depth, width, and stem have been calculated, the spacing of the steel #13 
(metric) stirrups must be calculated by using the following formulas: 
௨ܸሺݔሻ ൌ ௪ೠ௅ଶ െ ݓ௨ሺݔሻ       (39) 
௖ܸ ൌ 2ඥ݂ᇱ௖ሺܾ௪݀ሻ     (40) 
௦ܸ ൌ ௏ೠఝ െ ௖ܸ       (41) 
ݏ ൌ ஺ೡ௙೤௏ೞ௕ೢ   (42) 
Reinforcement can now be selected for the outside, middle, and inside supports of the beam.  
Using table 8.4.1 in the Reinforced Concrete Design textbook, the reinforcement is found in the 
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top and bottom of the beams using the ACI moment coefficients of 1/11 and 1/16 (Wang, 
Salmon, & Pincheira, 2007).  The steps needed to be followed are clearly identified in table 8.4.1 
and a copy of this table is found in Appendix 8.3.  This table follows steps to find the minimum 
required amount of steel needed.  The strength of the rebar is then checked, as well as the design 
strength.  
4.3.3 Loads Applied to Frame in Mastan2 Procedure 
 Mastan2 is available to download for free off the internet as an educational computer 
software program that structurally analyzes building frames that are subjected to applied lateral 
and horizontal loads.  Information about the material and sections are entered into the program 
and the created structure is analyzed using math programming software.  This program is 
available at the following website:  http://www.mastan2.com/. 
Before using a computer program to analyze the structure, gravity and lateral loads must 
be calculated.  First, the roof dead loads had to be assumed.  The weight of all concrete columns 
and lightweight concrete masonry units that would rest above any shear walls were calculated 
and added to the truss system dead load.  The dead loads applied to the tops of the shear wall and 
non-shear wall frames varied.  The maximum absolute value for wind loads applied to each shear 
wall was found from the wind load spreadsheet and it was used to calculate the amount of wind 
force applied to each floor of the given frame by using the floor’s tributary area.  The earthquake 
loads (EQL) were calculated by inserting the roof dead load values, above, and inserting them 
into the EQL spreadsheet.  The EQL spreadsheet would then calculate the earthquake load 
applied to each section of the building.  These EQL were totaled and applied to each floor level 
by use of tributary areas.  The most critical lateral load combination of either wind load or EQL 
would later be applied to the frame created in the computer structural analysis program.  EQL 
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was the critical lateral load for all shear walls.  The uniform and point dead loads applied to the 
frame on both the first and second floors were calculated.  These loads considered the dead loads 
from the roof system of steel joists, steel girders, CMU, slabs, beams, and self weight of girders.  
Lastly, a roof and floor live load was assumed to be 5.75kN/m^2 and 4.79kN/m^2, respectively 
(Reynolds & Steedman, 1988).  The live loads applied to each shear wall and floor was 
calculated.  These un-factored loads were applied to Mastan to perform structural analysis, which 
is needed to design girders and columns. 
4.3.4 Mastan ‐ Computer Structural Analysis Software Procedure 
 Mastan2 is structural analysis software developed by Ronald D. Ziemian from Bucknell 
University and by William McGuire from Cornell University.  This program uses linear and 
nonlinear analysis methods with the help of the computer math software, MATLAB.  Mastan2 is 
used to help design the framework, which includes the building’s girders and columns, by 
calculating the moments and axial forces that act on the framework due to gravity and lateral 
loads. 
 To begin using the program, two-dimensional framework models were created for each 
of the five shear walls, and the two critical interior walls.  Each frame is considered individually 
for ease of analyzing the structure.  Then, the section properties needed to be inputted into the 
program. Area of the girders and columns are found by multiplying the depth time the width of 
the member in consideration.  The modulus of elasticity for concrete was found by using 
Imperial units and then converting the result to metric units.  The moment of inertia was 
calculated for approximate assumed dimensions of the girders and columns by using the 
following formula.  These were both calculated using the following formula: 
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ܧ௖ ൌ ଷଷ√௪
యඥ௙ᇱ೎
ଵ଴଴଴   (43) 
where,  w=145lb/ft3 
ܫ ൌ ଵଵଶ ܾ݄   (44) 
 The deflection of the frame due to the applied loads must adhere to the following 
limitation: 
߂  ൑ ுହ଴଴  (45) 
where, H=height of building. 
 If the deflection is larger than this ratio, the assumed girder and/or column sizes needs to 
be reduced because the frame has deflected beyond the limitation of equation 27. 
 From here, different loading combinations can be applied to the frames and analyzed for 
deflection, moments, shear, and axial forces.  For the girder design, the maximum positive and 
negative moments were found for each frame by applying EQL, DL, and LL, separately.  The 
loading factors were applied to the maximum moments and the now factored EQL, DL, and LL 
were totaled in order to determine M1 (maximum positive moment) and M2 (maximum negative 
moment), respectively.  These maximum moments are used to design the girders for this 
building.  For the column design, EQL, DL, and LL were applied one at a time to each frame and 
the maximum axial force and the maximum negative and positive moments were retrieved and 
labeled as Pu, M1, and M2, respectively.  All of the factored axial forces resulting from each 
applied loading condition were totaled, as were the M1 values totaled and the M2 values totaled 
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from each applied loading condition.  These values were used to design the girders and columns.  
Mastan drawings and results are included as electronic files. 
4.3.5 Girder Design Procedure 
In order to design the girder, maximum positive and negative moments, M1 and M2, 
respectively, need to be obtained for EQL, DL, and LL loading conditions.  These values were 
calculated using Mastan2.  First, the maximum allowed deflection needs to be calculated by 
using the formula (45). Then the actual deflection is found by applying different loading 
combinations in Mastan2.  The girder size was either reduced or enlarged depending on whether 
the deflection was less than or greater than H/500.  This process with the deflection will allow 
the dimensions of the girder to be chosen; b, h, and d. 
 Next, reinforcement for the negative and positive moments needs to be selected.  The 
process for selecting the required area of steel reinforcement is the same for both types of 
moments, except that the positive moment uses the M1 value and the negative moment uses the 
M2 value.  First, the As is chosen by using the following formula: 
ܣ௦ ൌ ெ∅௙೤ሺ଴.଼଻ହሻௗ   (46) 
The appropriate reinforcement is chosen using table 3.9.1, Wang and Salmon, in the same 
manner as discussed in previous sections (Wang, Salmon, & Pincheira, 2007).  The strain is then 
checked to be sure the steel reinforcement chosen is adequate.  This is done by following the 
same steps found in the section 3.2.4.   
 After these steps, the shear reinforcement needs to be selected.  This is done by following 
the steps and equations (39-42) in the section 3.2.4.  Once the girders are finished, the columns 
can be designed. 
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4.3.6 Column Design Procedure 
After knowing the width of the girders, we can calculate the columns and find the proper 
reinforcement for them.  For each column, square sections were chosen for ease of design.  The 
first thing that needs to be calculated is the slenderness ratios for both the perpendicular and in 
plane bending.  The slenderness ratio equation is 
௞௟ೠ
௥     (47) 
with k being  0.8, and r being 0.3 times the width (h) of the column.  Each of these slenderness 
ratios needs to be compared to the moments that were calculated in Mastan2.    
34 െ 12ெభெమ   (48) 
The slenderness ratios (47) need to be less than (48).  
 Once these have been calculated and λ has been chosen, the equation λh can be 
calculated. These are used to determine which ACI interaction curve one should use to choose a 
rho (ACI Committee 318, 2004).  Once the ACI curve has been chosen, the coordinates for the 
graph need to be determined from the moments and axial load determined from Mastan2. The 
coordinates for the graph are determined from (49) and (50) 
௉ೠ
஺೒   (49) 
where Pu is the axial load from Mastan2, and Ag is the area of the column. 
௉ೠ
஺೒
ಾೠ
ುೠ
௛    (50) 
where Mu is taken from Mastan2 and h is the width of the column. 
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Since the coordinates have been calculated and the appropriate ACI table has been chosen, rho 
can be found.  Once rho has been found equation (51) can be used to find the area of steel 
required for the columns 
ܣ௦௧ ൌ ߩ௚ܣ௚    (51) 
This is the required area of steel and the type and number of rebar can then be determined that 
would satisfy the area of steel requirement.  
 The proper distance between ties needs to be calculated to assure that the beam does not 
break when subjected to lateral loads and moments.  The shear needs to be checked to see if it 
controls the tie spacing.  The actual shear is found by summing moments equal to zero in each 
beam. 
 The shear capacity of the concrete is compared to the actual shear in the columns. The 
shear capacity of the concrete is determined with equation (52): 
௖ܸ ൌ 2 ൬1 ൅ ௉ೠଶ଴଴଴஺೒൰ ሺඥ݂′௖ܾ௪݀)  (52) 
This comparison will show if the concrete is strong enough to withstand the shear. In these cases 
it is not, so a spacing of d/2 is taken for the ties.  
 Once the spacing of the ties has been determined, the maximum spacing of the ties needs 
to be taken into account, to make sure the spacing does not exceed the maximum.  ACI 7.10.5.2 
states that the spacing that should be used is determined by taking the smallest value of these: 
16 X longitudinal diameter 
48 X tie diameters 
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Least dimension 
The shear capacity of the concrete is checked.  This is done to be sure that the spacing of the ties 
will resist shear failure.  If the shear capacity check of the concrete fails, then the maximum 
spacing of the ties is reduced by half in the upper and lower quarters of the column.  The 
following formulas are used to check the shear capacity of the concrete columns: 
௨ܸ ൌ ெభାெమ௟ೠ                 (53) 
௖ܸ ൌ 2 ∗ ൤1 ൅ ேೠଶ଴଴଴஺೒൨ඥ݂′௖ܾ௪݀     (54) 
ఝ௏೎
ଶ ൑ ௨ܸ     (55) 
Finally, the axial strength is checked against the applied axial strength found from 
Mastan2.  This is done by using the following equation: 
߮ ௡ܲ,௠௔௫ ൌ 0.8߮ൣܣ௦ܨ௬ ൅ 0.85݂′௖൫ܣ௚ െ ܣ௦௧൯൧       (56) 
4.3.7 Slab on Grade Design Procedure 
 The slab on grade design is the last part of the building to be designed because all loads 
applied to the slab on grade must be considered.  Designing the slab on grade involved using 
WRI (Wire Reinforcement Institute) tables, which were created using Imperial units (Ringo & 
Anderson, 1992).  Thus, all values had to be converted to metric units.  First, the loads applied to 
the slab must be calculated.  This includes all of the dead loads from the floors and the live loads 
applied to the slab.  The dead loads included the CMU, concrete, rebar, and slab weight.  The 
uniform loadings of dead and live were totaled.  Then the width of the aisle and slab thickness 
was assumed.  A conservative aisle width was used to account for unknown loadings the building 
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might be subjected to once in operation.  Values for the concrete modulus of rupture (MOR) and 
the modulus of subgrade reaction (k) were found in tables A.35 and A1, respectively, in the 
(Ringo & Anderson, 1992).  A factor of safety is chosen by the designer.     
 Next, the WRI chart, figure 34 (Ringo & Anderson, 1992), located in Appendix 9.3 was 
used to find the D/k value.  The slab thickness, modulus of elasticity of concrete, and the 
modulus of subgrade reaction values were used to find the D/k value.  Now, WRI chart, figure 35 
(Ringo & Anderson, 1992), located in Appendix 9.3 was used to determine the uniform load a 
slab with determined thickness could sustain.  The allowable stress must be calculated using the 
following formula: 
ܣ݈݈݋ݓܾ݈ܽ݁ ܵݐݎ݁ݏݏ ൌ ெைோிௌ       (57) 
The aisle width, D/k value, slab thickness, and allowable stress are all used to find the value of 
the permitted uniform loading for the given slab thickness.  This permitted uniform load is then 
checked against the actual uniform load applied to the slab.  If the permitted uniform load is 
greater than the actual uniform, the chosen slab thickness is adequate to support the applied 
loads.   
 Determining the required reinforcement size, amount and spacing is the final step to 
designing a reinforced concrete slab.  From the work done on WRI chart, figure 35 (Ringo & 
Anderson, 1992), the applied moment was obtained.   That applied moment was designed for 
twenty-five percent more strength than necessary to make a conservative design.  Reinforcement 
is selected using this conservative applied moment and referring to the PCA table, table 8 (Ringo 
& Anderson, 1992).  The table shows the moment capacity of different reinforcement sizes 
spaced at twelve inches.  A reinforcement size is selected that has a moment capacity that 
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approximately equals the conservative applied moment.  The spacing can be adjusted to 
determine the required spacing.  If only one row of reinforcement is chosen, the reinforcement 
will be placed both ways at the midepth of the slab. 
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5. Design Results 
 Construction practices in Honduras are not as advanced as those in the United States.  
They do not have large machinery that is always readily available.  Thus, final structural designs 
for both the dormitory and carpentry shop were focused on ease of construction, readily available 
materials, and economical factors.  To make the construction process easier, member sizes were 
made as uniform as possible.  This was done by designing for all possible situations and then 
taking the most critical loading condition and designing for that member.  That member was used 
in as many situations as possible for repetitive construction methods.  Rebar size was a large 
factor to consider as, according to Sister Maria from the Honduras Mission, multiple sizes are 
not readily available.  The standard size of #13 - 12.7mm (#4 - 1/2”) rebar was the only rebar 
size used throughout both reinforced concrete buildings, except the slab on grades used #19 - 
19.05mm (#6 - 6/8”) (Wang, Salmon, & Pincheira, 2007).  Both of these first two desires are 
integral to the third desire of developing an economical design.  By making most members 
uniform in size the wood forms used to shape these members can be used multiple times and by 
using the same size rebar throughout both projects will allow the Mission to purchase to rebar in 
bulk.  Both of these methods will save time and money during pre-construction and construction 
phases. 
5.1 Dormitory Results   
 The project team had limited information regarding the current first floor structure of the 
dormitory. Column and beam sizes and locations were unknown, and there were some areas of 
the first floor which did not appear to have right angles based on the drawings provided by the 
Mission. Due to time and location constraints, the project team decided to assume that the 
current structure was built at right angles with specific column and beam locations provided in 
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the dormitory Revit Structure model and the current state drawing shown in Appendix 9.1.Before 
this design should be used for construction a crew must determine the location and strength of 
the current columns and beams in the dormitory. If they are insufficient for this design, new 
support must be added or the design must be changed.  
5.1.1 Roof Design for Dormitory 
 The final roof design for the dormitory can be seen in Figure 8. The short joists on the 
narrow end of the building are 10K1 K-Series Bar Joists. The long joists on the wide portion of 
the building are 16K2 K-Series Bar Joists. The long member supporting the long joists is a 
W18x65. The members of bridging visible across the roof are 25x25x3.0 angle members. The 
calculations leading to these results can be found in the attached Excel spreadsheets.  
 
Figure 8 Dormitory roof design 
. 
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5.1.2 Slab Design for Dormitory 
Six different second story floor slab configurations were analyzed based on size and 
supporting walls.  After all slabs were analyzed, it was determined that S4 (Slab 4) required the 
most critical slab design.  It called for a minimum h (slab thickness or slab height) of 115mm.  
This critical minimum h was then applied to all other slab design spreadsheets and they were 
designed accordingly.  All slabs had a uniform design once this process was finished.  The final 
second story slab designations and slab design with reinforcement are explained in detail in 
Figure 9, in Table 3, and in Appendix 9.4.  
 
Figure 9:  Second Story Floor Slab Designations 
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Table 3:  Uniform Second Story Floor Slab Specifications 
Slab 
Name
h 
(mm)
d 
(mm)
Stirrups 
Req'd? Reinforcement
Spacing 
(mm)
Longitudinal 
Reinforcement
Spacing 
(mm)
S1 115 90 No #13 metric 345 #13 metric 455
S2 115 90 No #13 metric 345 #13 metric 455
S3 115 90 No #13 metric 345 #13 metric 455
S4 115 90 No #13 metric 345 #13 metric 455
S5 115 90 No #13 metric 345 #13 metric 455
S6 115 90 No #13 metric 345 #13 metric 455
Uniform Second Story Floor Slab Design Specifications
 
 
5.1.3 Beam Design for Dormitory 
 Six beam configurations were designed to support each of the six slabs.  After all the 
beams were analyzed, the most critically loaded member was B1 (Beam 1).  The dimensions and 
steel reinforcement requirements of B1 were applied to all six beams to allow ease of 
construction.  This also makes the floor slab design more conservative.  Due to point loads and 
CMU partition distributed walls loads being applied to the floors, which transfer to the floor 
beams, positive and negative reinforcement will span the entire length of the beam.  The final 
second story floor beam locations and beam design with size and reinforcement are explained in 
detail in Figure 10, in Table 4, and in Appendix 9.4. 
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Figure 10:  Second Story Floor Beam Locations 
 
Table 4:  Uniform Second Story Floor Beam Specifications 
Beam 
Name
b 
(mm)
h 
(mm)
d 
(mm)
Stem 
(mm) Stirrups 
Stirrup 
Spacing 
(mm)
Positive 
(Bottom) 
Rebar
Negative  
(Top)     
Rebar
B1 300 570 515 455 #13 metric 125 2‐#13 metric 2‐#13 metric
B2 300 570 515 455 #13 metric 125 2‐#13 metric 2‐#13 metric
B3 300 570 515 455 #13 metric 125 2‐#13 metric 2‐#13 metric
B4 300 570 515 455 #13 metric 125 2‐#13 metric 2‐#13 metric
B5 300 570 515 455 #13 metric 125 2‐#13 metric 2‐#13 metric
B6 300 570 515 455 #13 metric 125 2‐#13 metric 2‐#13 metric
Uniform Second Story Floor Beam Specifications
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5.1.4 Girder Design for Dormitory 
 Seven girder configurations were designed to support to dead and live loads associated 
with the floor slabs, floor beams and roofing system.  The girders also helped to stabilize the 
columns and frame against lateral loads.  All the girders were designed with the same 
dimensions, however, the required amount of rebar and the placement of the rebar changes for all 
but G1 (Girder 1), G2 (Girder2) and G3 (Girder 3).  Because the moments, which result from the 
applied gravity and lateral loads, vary so much, the positive and negative rebar will extend the 
entire length of all the girders. The final girder design with girder lengths and detailed 
dimensions and reinforcement are explained further in Figures 11-12, in Table 5, and in 
Appendix 9.4.  Girder designations are found back in Figure 8. 
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Figure 11:  1st Floor Girder Lengths and Column Location with Spacing (mm) 
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Figure 12:  2nd Floor Girder Lengths and Column Location with Spacing (mm) 
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Table 5:  Girder Specifications 
Girder 
Name
b 
(mm)
h 
(mm)
d 
(mm) Stirrups 
Stirrup 
Spacing 
(mm)
Positive 
(Bottom) 
Rebar
Negative 
(Top) Rebar
G1 300 450 385 #13 metric 190 2‐#13 metric 2‐#13 metric
G2 300 450 385 #13 metric 190 2‐#13 metric 2‐#13 metric
G3 300 450 385 #13 metric 190 2‐#13 metric 2‐#13 metric
G4 300 450 385 #13 metric 190 2‐#13 metric 3‐#13 metric
G5 300 450 385 #13 metric 190 3‐#13 metric 2‐#13 metric
G6 300 450 385 #13 metric 190 4‐#13 metric 4‐#13 metric
G7 300 450 385 #13 metric 190 4‐#13 metric 5‐#13 metric
Girder Specifications
 
5.1.5 Column Design for Dormitory 
 Eight column configurations were designed to support dead and live loads associated 
with all connecting members and the roofing system. The columns played a large role in helping 
to stabilize the frame against lateral loads.  Every column was designed uniformly with no 
exceptions.  This greatly helps make the construction process of pouring the columns easier.  The 
final column design with dimensions and reinforcement, and column locations are explained in 
detail in Figures 11-12, in Table 6, and in Appendix 9.4.    
Table 6:  Uniform Column Specifications 
Column 
Name
b 
(mm)
h 
(mm)
d 
(mm) Tie
Tie 
Spacing 
(mm) Rebar
Rebar 
Configuration
C1 300 300 220 #13 metric 110 14‐#13 metric 4 Faces
C2 300 300 220 #13 metric 110 14‐#13 metric 4 Faces
C3 300 300 220 #13 metric 110 14‐#13 metric 4 Faces
C4 300 300 220 #13 metric 110 14‐#13 metric 4 Faces
C5 300 300 220 #13 metric 110 14‐#13 metric 4 Faces
C6 300 300 220 #13 metric 110 14‐#13 metric 4 Faces
C7 300 300 220 #13 metric 110 14‐#13 metric 4 Faces
C8 300 300 220 #13 metric 110 14‐#13 metric 4 Faces
Uniform Column Specifications
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5.1.6 Slab on Grade Design for Dormitory 
 The slab on grade was conservatively designed to account for unspecified loads that may 
act on the slab on grade.  The slab on grade design specifications and design layout are explained 
in detail in Table 7 and in Appendix 9.4, respectively. 
Table 7:  Slab on Grade Specifications 
Name
t 
(mm) Rebar
Spacing 
(mm) Placement Configuration
SOG 255 #19 metric 380 Midepth Both Ways
Slab On Grade Specifications
 
 The completed Revit Structure model for the second floor addition to the dormitory can 
be found in Figure 13. The walls, roofing material, doors, windows and the first floor have been 
removed to allow greater detail to be visible in the addition.  
 
Figure 13 Dormitory second floor structural model 
5.2 Carpentry Shop Results 
5.2.1 Roof Design for Carpentry Shop 
 The final roof design for the carpentry shop can be seen in Figure 14. The joists are 10K1 
K-Series Bar Joists. The trusses were designed from double angles. A close-up view of a truss 
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along with member sizes can be found in Appendix 9.5 and 9.13, respectively. The calculations 
for the design of the roof can be found in the attached Excel spreadsheets.  
 
Figure 14 Carpentry shop structural model 
5.2.2 Girder Design for Carpentry Shop 
Three girder configurations were designed to support to dead and roof live loads 
associated with the roofing system.  The girders also helped to stabilize the columns and frame 
against lateral loads.  All the girders were designed with the same dimensions, however, the 
required amount of rebar and the placement of the rebar differs for G1 (Girder 1).  Because the 
moments, which result from the applied gravity and lateral loads, vary so much, the positive and 
negative rebar will extend the entire length of all the girders.  The final girder design with girder 
locations and detailed dimensions and reinforcement are explained in Figure 13, in Table 8, and 
in Appendix 9.5.   
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Figure 15:  Shear Wall and Girder Designations for Carpentry Shop 
Table 8:  Uniform Girder Specifications 
Girder 
Name
b 
(mm)
h 
(mm)
d 
(mm) Stirrups 
Stirrup 
Spacing 
(mm)
Positive 
(Bottom) 
Rebar
Negative 
(Top) Rebar
G1 450 700 635 #13 metric 315 5‐#13 metric 5‐#13 metric
G2 450 700 635 #13 metric 315 3‐#13 metric 3‐#13 metric
G3 450 700 635 #13 metric 315 3‐#13 metric 3‐#13 metric
Uniform Girder Specifications
 
5.2.3 Column Design for Carpentry Shop 
Four column configurations were designed to support dead and live loads associated with 
all connecting girders and the roofing system. The columns played a large role in helping to 
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stabilize the frame against lateral loads.  Every column was designed uniformly with no 
exceptions.  All columns are spaced 3 meters on center.  This greatly helps make the construction 
process of pouring the columns easier.  The final uniform column design with dimensions and 
reinforcement, and column locations are explained in detail in Table 9 and in Appendix 9.5, 
respectively. 
Table 9:  Uniform Column Specifications 
Column 
Name
b 
(mm)
h 
(mm)
d 
(mm) Tie
Tie 
Spacing 
(mm) Rebar
Rebar 
Configuration
C1 450 450 370 #13 metric 185 16‐#13 metric 4 Faces
Uniform Column Specifications
 
 
5.2.4 Slab on Grade Design for Carpentry Shop 
 The slab on grade was conservatively designed to account for unspecified loads that may 
be subjected to the slab on grade.  The slab on grade design specifications and design layout are 
explained in detail in Table 10 and in Appendix 9.5, respectively. 
Table 10:  Slab on Grade Specifications 
Name t (mm) Rebar
Spacing 
(mm) Placement Configuration
SOG 255 #19 metric 330 Midepth Both Ways
Slab On Grade Specifications
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6. Project Management Activities 
 Two project management activities, cost estimating and project scheduling, were 
performed for each of the structures. Professor Salazar supplied a cost estimating spreadsheet 
developed for a previous project to aid the completion of the estimates for this project. Unit 
prices and construction times are from the 2006 edition of RSMeans’ Building Construction Cost 
Data (RSMeans, 2005). For work packages for which approximate times could not be 
determined using RSMeans’ publication, approximations were developed based on Professor 
Salazar’s knowledge of project management. Project scheduling was performed using the 
Primavera software package.  
6.1 Cost Estimating for Carpentry Shop 
 The first step in creating the cost estimate was to break down the structure into its main 
components. Some of these main components for the carpentry shop were Structural Columns & 
Beams, Slabs & Floors, Walls, Doors, etc. The main components were then broken down into 
their individual elements. The quantities of these elements were extracted from the carpentry 
shop’s Revit Structural file by developing schedules. All data was placed in its appropriate place 
within the cost estimate spreadsheet. Each main component was allotted one sheet within the 
Excel file, and the quantities of the individual elements were entered within a table in that main 
component’s sheet. Once this data was entered, unit prices containing material, construction and 
equipment costs but excluding overhead and profit were found in Building Construction Cost 
Data, 64th Edition, and entered in a separate sheet in the Excel file titled ‘Unit Prices’. Equations 
were then entered in the main component sheets which called data from the unit price sheet and 
used the element quantities to determine the total cost for each component. A final sheet was 
created in the file which displayed the costs for the main components and totaled them to 
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calculate the complete cost estimate for the carpentry shop. Table 11 shows this cost estimate 
summary. The currency conversion was based on the December 15, 2010 exchange rate.  
Table 11 Carpentry shop cost estimate 
ITEMS QTY. RATE  Cost (USD)  
Cost (Hond 
L.) 
General Conditions (months) 0.7  $62,500.00  $ 42,031         $ 793,970.31      
Sitework and Demolition 1 $ -                 $ -                  $ -                      
Concrete Substructure  -   $-                   $ -                   $ -                      
Concrete SOG and -on-Deck 2 $25,006.23   $ 50,012        $ 944,735.20      
Concrete - Framing, Bracing, Columns 1 $1.00  $ 112,358       $ 2,122,439.43   
Steel -   $ -    $ -                   $ -                      
Interior & Ext Walls Construction - m2 64 $529.58  $ 33,893        $ 640,239.70      
Moisture Protection 673 $ -    $ -                  $ -                      
Roofing - m2 810 $17.44  $ 14,126        $ 266,847.70      
Roof Support 254 $154.76  $ 39,307.85    $ 742,525.22      
Doors  10 $574.00  $ 5,740          $ 108,428.60      
Windows 12 $317.50  $ 3,810          $ 71,970.90        
Wall Finishes - m2 -   $ -    $ -                   $ -                      
Floor Finish (Carpet) m2 -   $ -    $ -                   $ -                      
Ceiling Area - m2 -   $ -    $ -                   $ -                      
Specialties -   $ -    $ -                   $ -                      
Equipment -   $ -                 $ -                   $ -                      
Furnishings -   $ -                  $ -                   $ -                      
Casework -   $ -                  $ -                   $ -                      
Special Construction -   $ -                  $ -                   $ -                      
Conveying 673 $ 4.25           $ 2,858          $ 53,989.98        
Light Fixtures 20 $ 104.50       $ 2,090          $ 39,480.10        
Plumbing  673 $ 51.13         $ 34,385        $ 649,531.23      
Plumbing Fixtures 1 $ 1,465.00    $ 1,465          $ 27,673.85        
Heating and Venting  673 $ -                  $ -                  $ -                      
Air Conditioning  673 $ -                  $ -                  $ -                      
Sprinklers  673 $ -                  $ -                  $ -                      
Electrical  673 $ 83.40         $ 56,087        $ 1,059,473.99   
Fee and Contingency   0%  $ 0                 $ 0 
       
CONSTRUCTION COST    $ 398,163       $ 7,521,306.21   
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6.1.1 Using the Cost Estimate Spreadsheet 
 The spreadsheet used to develop the cost estimate was designed to be easily adjusted by 
the Mission in Honduras. To this end, several facts about the spreadsheet should be known. 
Firstly, all construction costs were based on American construction practices and were originally 
in US Dollars. There is a location in the summary sheet to enter the current USD to Honduran 
Lempira exchange rate. As the rate changes, this value can be changed, and the Honduran cost 
column in the table will be automatically updated. Secondly, the costs in this table were obtained 
from the 2006 edition of Building Construction Cost Data. In order to be fully accurate, they 
should be multiplied by a yearly construction cost index that reflects the change in construction 
costs. They should also have a location index applied as construction costs in Honduras are likely 
to vary greatly from those in the United States. Thirdly, this cost estimate only includes the 
construction costs of the basic structure, with some plumbing and electrical work, as can be seen 
in Table 11. No overhead or profit is included.  
 Using this spreadsheet to create a more accurate cost estimate is quite simple. Unit Prices 
are entered in one sheet in the file, as can be seen in Table 12. When the values in the outlined 
boxes are manually updated with more accurate unit prices, every other sheet in the file will 
automatically update, creating a new cost estimate with the more accurate unit price. 
Additionally, if every unit price were entered in Honduran Lempira rather than US Dollars, all 
dependent prices in the file would then be given in Lempira, negating the need for entering the 
exchange rate. However, The symbols in the spreadsheet would still read $. The Excel file is 
attached.  
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Table 12: Example unit price table from carpentry shop estimate 
Structural Columns & Beams  SFCA  SMCA 
Forms for Columns (450x450) - 18" wide - 4 uses  $                5.31   $     57.16 
Forms for Beam Sides - 30"deep  $                5.24   $     56.41 
Forms for Beam Bottoms - 18" wide  $                6.30   $     67.82 
 CY  CM 
Concrete - 3000 psi - Material  $              87.00   $   113.79 
Placing Columns 18" thick with crane and bucket  $              57.90   $     75.73 
Placing large beams with crane and bucket  $              48.55   $     63.50 
Wheeled Concrete Dumping - Walking cart with 150' Haul  $              12.53   $     16.39 
 Ton  Metric Ton kg 
Beams reinforcing in place (labor included)  $         1,645.00   $1,813.30  $    1.81 
Columns reinforcing in place (labor included)  $         1,700.00   $1,873.93  $    1.87 
 
6.1.2 Decisions Affecting the Cost Estimate 
 Due to limited information, several areas of the cost estimate were left unfilled, or 
assumptions were made to allow for as accurate an estimate as possible. Firstly, the project group 
had minimal knowledge of the construction site. For this reason, no cost data was entered into 
the estimate regarding site work, as the numerous variables involved make even a reasonable 
estimate impossible. Also, without knowing the soil type on site, footings could not be designed. 
Secondly, because the Mission wishes to minimize cost and use this building as a carpentry shop 
and storage warehouse, the project group assumed that floor and wall finishes and ceilings would 
not be desired. Thirdly, based on Professor Salazar’s experience in Central America, costs were 
not assigned for Heating, Air Conditioning and Sprinklers, because there are no building codes in 
Honduras, and it is unlikely that a building located in a rural area would have more than the bare 
minimum required to serve its purpose. Lastly, due to lack of information on how Hondurans 
install electricity and plumbing in their structures, square foot values were applied to the cost 
estimate from Building Construction Cost Data. The group chose the 25th percentile expense 
values in the United States for vocational schools because this building will be built as 
inexpensively as possible in Honduras.  
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6.2 Scheduling for Carpentry Shop 
 The first step for project scheduling was to break the main components into individual 
work packages. These work packages were similar tasks which will be performed at the same 
time and can be priced together. Included with the cost information obtained in Building 
Construction Cost Data were recommended crew sizes and crew daily output for the tasks. 
These daily outputs and the quantities obtained from the carpentry shop’s Revit structural model 
were used to calculate the number of days required for each work package. The designated work 
packages for the carpentry shop can be seen in Table 13. A table describing each crew listed 
below can be found in Appendix 9.16.  
Table 13 Work packages for carpentry shop scheduling 
Activity ID Activity Name Duration Start Finish Crews 
A1000 Sitework 25 1/3/2011 2/4/2011   
A1010 Concrete Footings 25 2/7/2011 3/11/2011   
A1020 Concrete Frame - Place Forms 39 3/14/2011 5/5/2011 C-1, C-2 
A1030 Concrete Frame - Place Reinforcing 5 3/15/2011 3/21/2011 4 Rodm 
A1040 Concrete Frame - Place Concrete 8 4/27/2011 5/6/2011 C-18 
A1050 Slab on Grade - Place Forms 1 6/30/2011 6/30/2011 C-1 
A1060 Slab on Grade - Place Reinforcing 5 7/1/2011 7/7/2011 4 Rodm 
A1070 Slab on Grade - Place Concrete 10 7/8/2011 7/21/2011 C-18 
A1080 Elevated Slab - Office Roof 1 7/27/2011 7/27/2011 C14B 
A1090 Trusses - Construct and Erect 21 5/16/2011 6/13/2011 E3 
A1100 Joists - Place 2 6/14/2011 6/15/2011 E-7 
A1110 Walls - Exterior 14 6/1/2011 7/5/2011 D-8 
A1120 Walls - Interior 3 7/22/2011 7/26/2011 D-8 
A1130 Roofing 8 6/16/2011 6/27/2011 G-3 
A1140 Doors - Swinging - Exterior 1 7/6/2011 7/6/2011 2 Carp 
A1150 Doors - Rolling 2 7/6/2011 7/7/2011 2 Sswk 
A1160 Windows 2 7/6/2011 7/7/2011 1 Carp 
A1170 Light Fixtures 3 7/22/2011 7/26/2011 1-Elec 
A1180 Plumbing - General 25 7/22/2011 8/25/2011   
A1190 Plumbing Fixtures 10 7/22/2011 8/4/2011   
A1200 Electrical 25 7/22/2011 8/25/2011   
A1210 Rough-in - Plumbing and Electrical 10 6/16/2011 6/29/2011   
A1220 Concrete Frame  - Strip Forms 5 5/9/2011 5/13/2011   
A1230 Doors - Swinging - Interior 1 7/27/2011 7/27/2011 2 Carp 
A1240 Complete Finishes 0 7/28/2011 7/28/2011   
A1250 Construction Closeout 0 8/26/2011 8/26/2011   
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 After the work packages were defined, the information listed in Table 13 was entered into 
a Primavera file. Once the data was entered an activity network was developed and relationships 
were assigned between the work packages. These relationships dictate in which order the tasks 
must be completed. The activity network can be found in Appendix 9.14. The schedule was run 
and Primavera calculated the expected start and finish date of each task. For an easy reference 
point, January 1, 2011 was used as the project start date; however, this can be easily changed in 
the file to accommodate any desired start date. Figure 14 shows the resulting project schedule in 
bar-chart form. As can be seen, the project is expected to take nearly 8 months. Additionally, the 
critical tasks can be seen in red on the schedule. If these tasks are delayed, they will delay the 
completion of the entire project. The projects in green have some float time. They all have some 
extra time to be completed without delaying the completion of the project as a whole. The 
Primavera file used to complete the scheduling is attached.   
 
Figure 16 Bar chart schedule for carpentry shop construction 
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6.2.1 Decisions Affecting the Project Schedule  
 Due to limited information, many assumptions had to be made which affected the 
schedule for the construction of the carpentry shop. Firstly, the project group knows few details 
about current Honduran construction practices. For this reason the schedule was based on an 
eight-hour work day with American practices with American construction crews, as listed in 
RSMeans’ publication. Secondly, minimal information was known about the construction site, so 
Professor Salazar recommended an approximation of five weeks to allow for clearing, 
excavation and leveling. As well, footings could not be designed without knowledge of the soil, 
leading to another approximation of five weeks for pouring footings. Thirdly, this project team 
only focused on structural design. With little-to-no knowledge of general plumbing and electrical 
practices, detailed time estimates could not be assigned. Professor Salazar again recommended 
approximately five weeks for each system. Lastly, this schedule only allows for the basic 
structure. Interior finishes such as cabinets, carpentry tools and desks are not included.  
 If the Mission desires to create a more accurate schedule, they could open the attached 
Primavera file and simply change the durations of the work packages to reflect Honduran 
construction practices, and re-run the schedule. If they wish to allow for interior finishes, they 
simply need to add tasks and enter a duration for each before re-running the schedule. They can 
also select any start date.  
6.3 Cost Estimating for Dormitory 
 The cost estimate for the dormitory was developed using the same spreadsheet and 
method developed for the carpentry shop, described in Sections 6.1, and can be used in the same 
way, as outlined in Section 6.1.1. The cost estimate summary for the second floor addition can be 
seen in Table 14. The currency conversion was based on the December 15, 2010 exchange rate.  
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Table 14Cost estimate summary for dormitory 
ITEMS QTY. RATE  Cost (USD)  Cost (Hond - L)
General Conditions (months)  0.0  $ 62,500.00  $ 2,238  L. 42,266.38 
Sitework and Demolition  -    $ -    $ -    L. -    
Concrete Substructure   -    $ -    $ -    L. -    
Concrete Slabs-on-Grade and -on-Deck  9  $ 2,999.25  $ 26,993   L. 9,901.96 
Concrete - Framing, Bracing, Columns  85  $ 435.97  $ 37,057   L. 700,007.70 
Steel  358  $ 2.80  $ 1,002  L. 18,935.34 
Interior & Ext Walls Construction - m2  57  $ 265.30  $ 15,122   L. 285,661.77 
Moisture Protection  358  $ -    $ -    L. -    
Roofing - m2  406  $ 17.44  $ 7,080  L. 133,747.44 
Roof Support  322  $ 58.41  $ 18,807.20   L. 355,268.02 
Doors   6  $ 174.00  $ 1,044  L. 19,721.16 
Windows 12  $ 195.00  $ 2,340  L. 44,202.60 
Wall Finishes - m2 78  $ 44.74  $ 3,490  L. 65,926.11 
Floor Finish - m2  9  $ 2,669.93  $ 24,029   L. 453,914.06 
Ceiling Area - m2  358  $ 20.02  $ 7,168  L. 135,406.77 
Specialties  -    $ -    $ -    L. -    
Equipment  -    $ -    $ -    L. -    
Furnishings  -    $ -    $ -    L. -    
Casework  -    $ -    $ -    L. -    
Special Construction  -    $ -    $ -    L. -    
Conveying 358  $ 4.25  $ 1,522  L. 28,741.14 
Light Fixtures 44  $ 104.50  $ 4,598  L. 86,856.22 
Plumbing 358  $ 59.75  $ 21,391   L. 404,066.55 
Plumbing Fixtures 3  $ 2,478.33  $ 7,435  L. 140,447.15 
Heating and Venting 358  $ -    $ -    L. -    
Air Conditioning 358  $ -    $ -    L. -    
Sprinklers  -    $ -    $ -    L. -    
Electrical 358  $ 64.05  $ 22,930   L. 433,145.81 
Fee and Contingency 204,246 0%  $ -    L. -    
       
CONSTRUCTION COST    $ 204,246   L. 3,858,216.15 
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6.3.1 Decisions Affecting the Cost Estimate 
 As with the carpentry shop, there were several areas in which the project team had 
limited information and had to make assumptions about the final dormitory building to create an 
effective cost estimate. Because this building will be lived in, several finishes increasing the 
comfort or appearances of the building were included. According to Bill Kearney, most concrete 
or CMU walls in Honduras are finished with a type of plaster. However, materials available to 
the project team did not include prices for plaster; therefore a decision was made to allow for two 
layers of latex paint and two layers of waterproof sealant on the exterior walls, and two layers of 
latex paint on the interior walls. Additionally, two different floor finishes were added. 
Cementitious acrylic tiles were assumed for the bathroom and common areas of the second floor 
addition, and granite tiles were assumed for the dormitory rooms. Suspended acoustic ceilings 
were included for the first floor. All other first floor renovations that may be desirable upon 
completion of the second floor addition were excluded. Finally, the project team did not know 
the details of the plumbing or electrical arrangements. Therefore a cost per unit area was 
assigned to the dormitory for each area. These values were the 25 percentile expense square foot 
values given for dormitories in Building Construction Cost Data. The 25th percentile was chosen 
because this dormitory will be built as efficiently and inexpensively as possible. The group 
assumed that the minimum cost required to make the building functional would be spent. 
Although air conditioning and sprinklers would be desirable, their use and comfort would not be 
worth the additional cost to the Mission, so they were not included.  
6.4 Scheduling for Dormitory 
 The scheduling for the dormitory was performed using the same method outlined for the 
carpentry shop in Section 6.2. The work packages for the dormitory can be found below in Table 
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15. The bar-chart schedule for the construction of the dormitory can be found in Figure 15, with 
critical tasks in red. The activity network leading to this schedule can be found in Appendix 9.15  
Table 15 Work packages for dormitory scheduling 
Activity 
ID Activity Name Duration Start Finish Crews 
A1000 Demolition 25 1/3/2011 2/4/2011   
A1010 Concrete Frame - Place Forms 14 2/7/2011 2/24/2011 C-1, C-2 
A1020 Concrete Frame - Place Reinforcing 2 2/7/2011 2/8/2011 4 Rodm 
A1030 Concrete Frame - Place Concrete 2 2/24/2011 2/25/2011 C-18 
A1040 Concrete Slabs - Place Forms 7 3/7/2011 3/15/2011 C-2 
A1050 Concrete Slabs - Place Reinforcing 1 3/7/2011 3/7/2011 4 Rodm 
A1060 Concrete Slabs - Place Concrete 3 3/14/2011 3/16/2011 C-18 
A1070 Steel - W460x97 1 3/17/2011 3/17/2011 E-5 
A1080 Walls - Exterior 20 3/31/2011 4/27/2011 D-8 
A1090 Steel - Joists and Bridging 9 3/18/2011 3/30/2011 E-7 
A1100 Walls - Interior 10 4/28/2011 5/11/2011 D-8 
A1110 Roofing 4 3/31/2011 4/5/2011 G-3 
A1120 Doors 1 5/12/2011 5/12/2011 2 Carp 
A1130 Windows 2 4/28/2011 4/29/2011 1 Carp 
A1140 Wall Finish - Exterior - Latex, 2 Coats 3 5/2/2011 5/4/2011 1 Pord 
A1150 Wall Finish - Exterior - Waterproof Sealer, 2 Coats 3 5/5/2011 5/9/2011 1 Pord 
A1160 Wall Finish - Interior - Paint 4 6/16/2011 6/21/2011 1 Pord 
A1170 Floor Finish - Cementitious Acrylic Tile 4 6/22/2011 6/27/2011 C-6 
A1180 Floor Finish - Granite Tiles 3 6/22/2011 6/24/2011 D-1 
A1190 Ceilings - First Floor, Acoustical Suspension & Tiles 12 3/17/2011 4/1/2011 1 Carp 
A1200 Light Fixtures 7 5/12/2011 5/20/2011 1-Elec 
A1210 Plumbing - General 25 5/12/2011 6/15/2011   
A1220 Plumbing Fixtures 15 5/12/2011 6/1/2011   
A1230 Electrical - General 25 5/12/2011 6/15/2011   
A1240 Rough-in - Plumbing & Electrical 5 2/28/2011 3/4/2011   
A1250 Construction Closeout 0 6/28/2011 6/28/2011   
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Figure 17  Bar chart schedule for dormitory construction 
6.4.1 Decisions Affecting the Project Schedule 
 The project group had limited information in some areas and was forced to make some 
assumptions to complete the schedule. Firstly, it is unknown how long the Mission will require 
to remove the current roof and empty the dormitory to allow for construction to take place. The 
project team decided to allot five weeks for this. Secondly, all data on crew daily output was 
found in Building Construction Cost Data. Therefore it is based on American construction 
practices with American crews and an eight-hour work day. However, Professor Salazar noted 
that the wall construction would take much longer in Honduras than was calculated using the 
previously obtained data, and based on his knowledge of Central American construction 
recommended new times of ten days for interior walls and 20 days for exterior walls. Lastly, the 
project group has no knowledge base of plumbing and electrical practices, and therefore allotted 
a time of five weeks for each system.  
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 If the Mission chooses to update the schedule to reflect Honduran construction practices 
they need simply change the duration of the work packages in the attached Primavera file and re-
run the schedule. Additionally, they can enter any desired start date.   
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7. Conclusions  
 A non-profit organization expressed a need and desire to construct two buildings to be 
used for educational purposes by youth from neighboring villages near Guaimaca Honduras who 
do not have access to formal education or a trade school and for other purposes that include 
storage, sleeping quarters, functions, shelter, etc.  This project initially was geared towards 
gaining experience in pre-construction activities and fulfilling WPI’s undergraduate 
requirements.  As the project progressed, a relationship with our client, Sister Maria, began to 
grow.  After conversations via telephone or personal visits at the Dighton Church with Sister 
Maria, it was realized that this project was more than just a graduation requirement; it was a 
humanitarian effort that would give the mission a great head start with both of these projects.  
This aspect helped the project team to pay more attention to the quality of work that we 
presented to the Mission for approval because it was the project team’s desire to meet the 
demands of the Mission.  Making earnest efforts to please the client is a great way to build one’s 
reputation, to complete the project correctly the first time, and to ensure more repeat customers.  
This is an invaluable lesson that will benefit this project team for years to come.        
This project entailed a variety of pre-construction activities that were all integrated within 
one another.  These pre-construction activities involved architectural and structural design, 
structural analysis for two reinforced concrete structures, and cost estimating and project 
scheduling.  Throughout this project, alterations to the layout of the design were made due to 
suggestions expressed by people from the Mission, advice from project advisors, or collaboration 
within the project team.  Anytime there was a change to the layout of the building, there was a 
change to some figures in the structural analysis. This is where the Revit models and excel 
spreadsheets really proved to be beneficial.  These computer programs saved the project team 
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from long delays and frustration.  Designing and analyzing two separate structures gave insight 
to the project team that alterations are inevitable during the pre-construction process, thus, 
flexibility in a structural designer and project manager is essential. Several unforeseen 
difficulties and delays occurred throughout this project. This is not much different than an actual 
construction project.  
 The metric system was used in primarily all calculations and specifications.  Using the 
metric system was one of the easiest yet hardest parts of this project.  Working with only metric 
values is very easy because everything is in multiples of ten. The difficulty proved to be in the 
constant conversions that were necessary to go from the Imperial system to the metric system, or 
vice versa.  Most specifications found were listed in Imperial units, and they were converted to 
approximate metric units.  Furthermore, the majority of tables and figures used during the 
structural analysis portion of this project were only found to be compatible with Imperial units.  
Thus, calculated metric values had to be re-converted back into Imperial units to obtain values 
from tables and figures, just to be converted back again to the metric system.  Accessibility to 
design books using only metric values was very limited. 
 All final designs and specifications for the dormitory addition and the carpentry shop are 
meant to serve as design aids and references to those at the Mission in Honduras.  The 3-D 
models created with Revit have given them a better understanding of possible design layouts.  
They helped the client visualize and understand changes that were made to the original design 
and allowed them to choose between various designs.  The structural analysis performed for both 
building rendered design specifications for the created 3-D models. Quantity take-offs were 
derived from the 3-D models, which give the Mission a good idea of the amount of materials that 
need to be purchased for both structures. From there, cost estimates and project schedules were 
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created.  Cost estimates and project schedules will help those at the Mission realize the 
approximate cost of the structures and the time it takes to construct the buildings.  After approval 
and final completion of this Major Qualifying Project, final architectural and structural drawings, 
project schedules, and cost estimates will be sent to the Mission in Guaimaca, Honduras.  
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9.  Appendices 
9.1 Dormitory Architectural Drawings 
Current State of Dormitory 
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First Preliminary Design of First Floor for Dormitory 
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First Preliminary Design of Second Floor for Dormitory 
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Second Preliminary Design of Second Floor for Dormitory 
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Third Preliminary Design of Second Floor for Dormitory 
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Final Design of First Floor Layout for Dormitory 
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Final Design of Second Floor for Dormitory 
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9.2 Carpentry Shop Architectural Drawings 
Preliminary Design of First Floor for Carpentry Shop 
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Preliminary Design of Second Floor Landing for Carpentry Shop 
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Final Design of First Floor for Carpentry Shop 
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Final Design of First Floor in 3-D for Carpentry Shop 
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9.3 Structural Design Aids 
Table 3.9.1 Total Areas for Various Numbers of Reinforcing Bars (Wang, Salmon, & Pincheira, 
2007) 
 
Table 3.9.2 Minimum Beam Width (Inches) According to the ACI Code (Wang, Salmon, & 
Pincheira, 2007) 
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Table 8.4.1 Reinforcement for One-Way Slab, Using ACI Moment Coefficients (Wang, Salmon, 
& Pincheira, 2007)  
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Table 2 from Reinforced Concrete Designer’s Handbook (Reynolds & Steedman, 1988) 
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Table 5 from Reinforced Concrete Designer’s Handbook (Reynolds & Steedman, 1988)
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Corps of Engineers “The Unified Soil Classification System” (Ringo & Anderson, 1992) 
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WRI Chart for Determination of the D/k Value (Ringo & Anderson, 1992) 
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WRI Chart for Determination of Permitted Uniform Loading on Slab (Ringo & Anderson, 1992) 
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PCA Slab Moment Capacities Tables (Ringo & Anderson, 1992) 
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9.4 Dormitory Structural Drawings 
Second Story Uniform Floor Slab Layout for Dormitory 
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Second Story Uniform Floor Beam Layout for Dormitory 
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Shear Wall and Girder Layout for Dormitory 
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First Floor Column Spacing and Girder Lengths for Dormitory 
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Second Floor Column Spacing and Girder Lengths for Dormitory 
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9.5 Carpentry Shop Structural Drawings 
Shear Wall and Girder Layout for Carpentry Shop 
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Column and Girder Frame Showing Rebar, Stirrups, and Ties for Carpentry Shop 
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Roof Frame Showing Truss Members, Joists, Rebar, Stirrups, and Ties for Carpentry Shop 
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Entire Structural Model Showing Truss Members, Joists, Rebar, Stirrups, and Ties for Carpentry 
Shop 
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9.6 Sample Calculations for Structural Analysis 
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9.7 Carpentry Shop Wind Load – Spreadsheet Use  
 
Step 1: Basic Wind Speed, V (sec. 6.5, Fig 6-1) 
Assume wind speeds equivalent to Texas or Louisiana 
Guaimaca is ~60 miles inland, so wind speeds are taken from ~60 miles inland 
Wind Speed, V = 45 m/s (100 mph) 
Step 2: Wind Directionality Factor, Kd (Sec. 6.5.4.4, Table 6-6) 
Only to be used in load combinations in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 
Only applicable value was for Main Wind Force Resisting System (MWFRS) 
Wind Directionality Factor, Kd = 0.85 
Step 3: Importance Factor (Sec. 6.5.5, Table 6-1) 
Importance Factor = 1.00 
Step 4: Exposure Category (Sec. 6.5.6.1) 
Carpentry shop is a low-rise building (the mean roof height is less than 60 feet, and the 
least horizontal distance is greater than the roof height) -> Figure 6-4 may be used for 
values of GCpf 
Carpentry shop is Exposure C 
For design, because we are using low-rise techniques, the exposure which results in the highest 
wind-loads shall be used (Section 6.5.6.2.2)  
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Step 5: Velocity Pressure Exposure Coefficient, Kh (Sec 6.5.6.4, Table 6-5)  
According to note in Step 4, using the coefficient for Exposure D will result in the 
highest wind loads.  
Use interpolation to find Kh at roof mean height of 8.3m.  
Velocity Pressure Exposure Coefficient, Kh = 1.1387  
Step 6: Topographic Factor Coefficient, Kzt (Sec. 6.5.7.1) 
Assume (due to lack of information) that no topographic irregularities exist such as those 
mentioned in this section 
Topographic Factor Coefficient, Kzt=1.00 
Step 7: Gust Effect Factor (Sec. 6.5.8) 
We do not need to include a gust effect factor, because it is included in Figure 6.4, which we are 
using for exposure factors (section 6.5.8.4).  
Step 8: Enclosure Classification (Sec. 6.5.9) 
According to the definitions given in Section 6.2, the carpentry shop is an enclosed building. 
Step 9: Internal Pressure Coefficients (Section 6.5.11.1) 
For enclosed buildings, GCpi = ±0.18 (Table 6-7) 
Note: Both cases, +0.18 and -0.18 must be considered to determine the critical load 
Step 10: External Pressure Coefficients (Section 6.5.11.2) 
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For MWFRS, the external pressure coefficients are given in Figure 6-4 for low-rise buildings. 
They are not given here because there are 20 different coefficients and interpolation must be 
performed to determine eight of them.  
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9.8 Carpentry Shop Wind Load – Design 
 
Step 1: Calculate Velocity Pressure 
For a low-rise building we need Velocity Pressure Evaluated at Mean Roof Height, qh.  
To calculate qh use Equation 6-13 (SI version). 
ݍ௛ ൌ 0.613ܭ௛ܭ௭௧ܭௗܸଶܫ 
Results are in N/m2 
Step 2: Calculate Design Wind Pressure, p 
For low-rise buildings the Design wind pressure, p, is found using equation 6-16.  
݌ ൌ ݍ௛ൣ൫ܩܥ௣௙൯ െ ൫ܩܥ௣௜൯൧ 
For this equation, the positive and negative values of GCpi must be used, to determine the critical 
combination, as mentioned in Step 9 in the previous section.  
This equation must be applied to each of the areas of the structure shown in Figure 6-4.  
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9.9 Carpentry Shop – Seismic Shear Loads 
The spreadsheet which was developed and referenced herein was developed for Seismic load 
calculations in Honduras, based on seismic events in Honduras. Therefore it will perform all 
calculations for the given set of circumstances, but will require alterations for structures on sites 
with different soil classes or different design categories. This spreadsheet calculates the total 
base shear of the structure.  
Step 1: Determine Seismic Use Group (Section 9.1.3) 
Because the carpentry shop belongs to occupancy category 1, it belongs to Seismic Use Group 1. 
This value should be entered into the spreadsheet as a reference (In the correct box under 
“Fundamental Variables”).  
Step 2: Determine Occupancy Important Factor (Section 9.1.4; Table 9.1.4)  
Use the seismic use group determined above to determine the Occupancy Importance Factor, I, 
from Table 9.1.4. This value should be entered in the appropriate box under “Secondary 
Variables”.  
Step 3: Determine Max Considered Earthquake Ground Motions (Section 9.1.4)  
Use the maps provided to determine the spectral response acceleration with 5% of critical 
damping at 0.2 seconds, SS, and at 1 second, S1.  
Because we do not have the seismic values for Honduras, we decided to use values from 
California. For these values, the highest ones given not on a fault line were taken as those for 
Honduras.  These values should be entered in the appropriate boxes under “Fundamental 
Variables”.   
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Step 4: Determine the Site Class (Section 9.4.1.2.1) 
Because we don’t know about the soil in Honduras, we will assume Site Class D, in accordance 
with the section. This should be entered in the appropriate box under Fundamental Variables as a 
reference.  
Step 5: Determine Site Coefficients, Fa and Fv (Section 9.4.1.2.4, Tables 9.4.1.2.4 a and b) 
The values of these variables can be found in the Tables listed above, using the variables SS and 
S1 determined in Step 3. These should be entered in the appropriate boxes in the “Fundamental 
Variables” section.  
The spreadsheet will now use the variables entered previously to calculate the Adjusted 
Maximum Considered Earthquake Spectral Response Acceleration Parameters at 0.2 seconds 
and 1 second, SMS and SM1, respectively in accordance with Section 9.4.1.2.4. It will also 
calculate the Design Spectral Response Acceleration Parameters, SDS and SD1, in accordance 
with Section 9.4.1.2.5. 
Step 6: Determine Design Category (Section 9.4.2.1, Tables 9.4.2.1 a and b) 
The design category is determined using the values of SDS and SD1 and the tables listed above. 
This category should be entered into the spreadsheet under “Secondary Variables” as a reference.  
If the building is not under design category E or F, alterations to the spreadsheet may be required 
as necessary according to ASCE-7.  
Step 7: Determine Basic Seismic Force-Resisting System (Section 9.5.2.2.4, Table 9.5.2.2) 
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The engineer should select a basic force-resisting system and the material it will be made of, 
because the system-type and material affects the response of the building to seismic forces.  
Once these are selected, the table listed above should be referenced, and the value given for the 
Response Modification Factor, R, should be entered into the spreadsheet under “Secondary 
Variables”. This table also gives the maximum height for structural systems and buildings for 
each design category.  
Seismic design category D, E and F buildings must be designed in accordance with Section 
9.5.2.2.4, which has special regulations for these structures.  
Step 8: Calculate the Fundamental Period of the Structure (Section 9.5.3.3) 
The spreadsheet will perform all calculations for the period of the structure with the required 
variables entered. The height of the structure from the base to the highest level, hn, must be 
entered in meters, under “Fundamental Variables.”  
The value for CT must be entered. This value is based on what type of lateral force-resisting 
system is used in the building, and is found in Section 9.5.3.3.  
Finally, the coefficient for Upper Limit on Calculated Period, Cu, must be entered under 
“Secondary Variables.” This is determined using the value of SD1 and Table 9.5.3.3.  
Step 9: Determine Values of SDS and SD1 to be Used in Calculations (Section 9.5.2.5.3) 
Other values of SMS and SM1 may be calculated using equations 9.5.2.5.3-1 and 2, respectively. If 
these values yield lower results for SDS and SD1, these lower values may be used for design. 
However, the values of SDS and SD1 need not exceed those determined previously, if these should 
be higher.  
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 For these calculations, new values of Fa and Fv must be found as discussed in Step 5. For these 
values, SS is taken to be 1.5g and S1 is taken to be 0.6g.  
The spreadsheet will calculate the values for SDS and SD1 once the variables have been provided. 
It will select the appropriate values for these variables, which is the lower of the two calculated.  
Step 10: Determine Seismic Response Coefficient, CS (Section 9.5.3.2.1) 
The spreadsheet has already calculated the possible values for this coefficient, and selects the 
appropriate value to calculate the base shear.  
Step 11: Find the Seismic Base Shear, V (Section 9.5.3.2)  
At this point, only the dead load, W, need be entered in Newtons in the “Secondary Variables” 
section.  
The spreadsheet will then return the magnitude of the seismic base shear in Newtons.  
Step 12: Find the Shear Force at the Top of the Shear Walls, Fw (Section 9.5.3.4) 
This section of the spreadsheet will calculate the shear force at the top of the shear walls with 
only two variables entered. The user must first enter the height of the top of the shear walls, and 
the total gravity load above the shear walls, which is the roof. The spreadsheet uses a logic 
function to determine the value of the structure period exponent, k, based on the period, pulls the 
values for the total height and total gravity load from other sections of the spreadsheet, and 
calculates the vertical distribution factor, Cvx. It then takes the product of this coefficient and the 
total shear force to find the shear at the top of the shear walls.  
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Note: This spreadsheet will only work for a simple, 1-story structure similar to the carpentry 
shop.   
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9.10 Carpentry Shop – Roof Live Load 
Instructions for Spreadsheet Use 
This spreadsheet is designed to allow calculations for the roof live load of structures in 
accordance with Section 4.9.1.  
Enter the tributary area for the calculations to be performed, as well as the pitch of the roof, in 
inches of rise per foot. The spreadsheet will use these values to calculate the reduction factors 
and the appropriate roof life load. “IF” functions have been used so the spreadsheet performs all 
logic required to arrive at the correct value for the load.  
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9.11 Carpentry Shop – Rain Loads 
Instructions for Spreadsheet Use 
This spreadsheet is designed to allow calculations for the rain load of structures in accordance 
with Section 8.  
Enter the values for ds and dh. These values are the “depth of water on the undeflected roof up to 
the inlet of the secondary drainage system when the primary drainage system is blocked in mm” 
and the “additional depth of water on the undeflected roof above the inlet of the secondary 
drainage system at its design flow.” 
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9.12 Carpentry Shop – Dead Loads 
 
Instructions for Spreadsheet Use 
Roof Dead Load  
To calculate the dead loads on the structure, the user must first enter the weight of the roofing 
material per unit area.  
To calculate the total dead load of the roofing materials, the user must enter the area of the roof. 
The spreadsheet will then calculate the total dead load.  
Dead Load on Truss 
To calculate the load per unit length of the truss, the user must first enter the tributary width of 
the truss. The spreadsheet will then take the product of the weight of the roofing material per unit 
area and the tributary width to find the load per unit length.  
To find the total dead load on the truss, the user must enter the length of the truss. The 
spreadsheet will then take the product of the previous value calculated and the length to find the 
total dead load.  
Dead Load of Truss and Roof 
This section incorporates the load of the materials used to build the truss. For each size of 
material, the user must enter the weight of the material per unit length, and the total length of that 
material in the truss. The spreadsheet then takes the product of these two values for each material 
and adds the roofing material load to find the total truss dead load.  
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Beam Dead Load 
To calculate the dead load acting on a beam, the user must enter the dead load on the beam per 
unit length, the density of the beam material, and the depth and breadth of the beam. The 
spreadsheet uses the latter three values to calculate the dead load of the beam itself per unit 
length. It then sums the first value and the last one calculated to find the total load per unit 
length.  
Finally, if the user desires the total dead load, he must enter the length of the beam, which will 
take the product of the last value calculated and the length, to find the total dead load.  
Column Dead Load – Supporting Truss 
To calculate the total dead load on a column supporting a truss, the user need only enter the 
density of the column material, and the depth, breadth, and height of the column.  
The spreadsheet will then calculate the dead load of the column itself, and then add it to half the 
dead load of a single truss, and the load of one beam, to calculate the total dead load experienced 
by the column.  
Column Dead Load – No Truss 
To calculate the dead load of a column without a truss, the user enters the same information in 
the next section over in the spreadsheet as in the preceding section, and the spreadsheet will 
perform the same calculations without the truss load.  
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9.13 Truss Design 
Pratt Truss:  
No
. 
kL 
(m) 
kL 
(ft) 
Forc
e 
(kN) 
Forc
e 
(kips
) 
T/
C 
Member 
Selection (SI) 
Member 
Selection (Imp.) 
Capacity 
(kN) 
Capacity 
(kips) 
1 
1.1
2 3.67 14.9 3.3 T 
2L76 x 64 x 
6.4 2L3 x 2.5 x 0.25 377.7 84.9 
2 
1.0
0 3.28 13.3 3.0 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 244.7 55.0 
3 
0.8
6 2.83 
265.
7 59.7 C 
2L76 x 64 x 
6.4 2L3 x 2.5 x 0.25 320.7 72.1 
4 
0.7
7 2.53 
250.
9 56.4 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
5 
0.3
9 1.28 13.4 3.0 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 273.6 61.5 
6 
1.1
5 3.77 
265.
7 59.7 C 
2L76 x 64 x 
6.4 2L3 x 2.5 x 0.25 307.8 69.2 
7 
1.3
4.49 20.6 4.6 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
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7 3.2 
8 
1.0
3 3.38 
235.
4 52.9 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
9 
0.9
0 2.95 19.3 4.3 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 261.1 58.7 
10 
1.1
5 3.77 
248.
3 55.8 C 
2L76 x 64 x 
6.4 2L3 x 2.5 x 0.25 307.8 69.2 
11 
1.7
5 5.73 24.2 5.4 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
12 
1.0
3 3.38 
221.
1 49.7 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
13 
1.1
8 3.67 25.9 5.8 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 244.7 55.0 
14 
1.1
5 3.77 
232.
3 52.2 C 
2L76 x 64 x 
6.4 2L3 x 2.5 x 0.25 307.8 69.2 
15 
2.1
9 7.18 29.7 6.7 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
16 
1.0
3 3.38 
207.
2 46.6 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
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17 
1.9
3 6.33 32.8 7.4 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 166.4 37.4 
18 
1.1
5 3.77 
216.
7 48.7 C 
2L76 x 64 x 
6.4 2L3 x 2.5 x 0.25 307.8 69.2 
19 
2.6
5 8.69 35.9 8.1 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
20 
1.0
3 3.38 
193.
2 43.4 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
21 
2.4
4 8.01 37.8 8.9 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 138.3 31.1 
22 
1.1
5 3.77 
201.
1 45.2 C 
2L76 x 64 x 
6.4 2L3 x 2.5 x 0.25 307.8 69.2 
23 
3.1
3 
10.2
8 42.4 9.5 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
24 
1.0
3 3.38 
179.
4 40.3 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
No
. 
kL 
(m) 
kL 
(ft) 
Forc
e 
(kN) 
Forc
e 
(kips
) 
T/
C 
Member 
Selection (SI) 
Member 
Selection (Imp.) 
Capacity 
(kN) 
Capacity 
(kips) 
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25 
2.9
6 9.71 46.9 10.5 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 90.3 20.3 
26 
1.1
5 3.77 
185.
7 41.7 C 
2L76 x 64 x 
6.4 2L3 x 2.5 x 0.25 307.8 69.2 
27 
3.6
2 
11.8
8 49.3 11.1 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
28 
1.0
3 3.38 
165.
4 37.2 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
29 
3.4
7 
11.3
8 54.0 12.1 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 62.7 14.1 
30 
1.1
5 3.77 
170.
0 38.2 C 
2L76 x 64 x 
6.4 2L3 x 2.5 x 0.25 307.8 69.2 
31 
4.1
2 
13.5
2 56.2 12.6 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
32 
1.0
3 3.38 
151.
3 34.0 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
33 
3.9
9 
13.0
9 61.2 13.8 C 
2L76 x 51 x 
6.4 2L3 x 2 x 0.25 68.9 15.5 
34 
1.1
3.77 
154.
34.7 C 
2L76 x 64 x 
2L3 x 2.5 x 0.25 307.8 69.2 
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5 3 6.4 
35 
4.6
2 
15.1
5 63.4 14.2 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
36 
1.0
3 3.38 
137.
2 30.8 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
37 
4.5
0 
14.7
6 0.4 0.1 T 
2L76 x 51 x 
6.4 2L3 x 2 x 0.25 67.2 15.1 
38 
1.1
5 3.77 
154.
3 34.7 C 
2L76 x 64 x 
6.4 2L3 x 2.5 x 0.25 307.8 69.2 
39 
4.6
2 
15.1
5 63.4 14.2 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
40 
1.0
3 3.38 
137.
2 30.8 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
41 
3.9
9 
13.0
9 61.2 13.8 C 
2L76 x 51 x 
6.4 2L3 x 2 x 0.25 68.9 15.5 
42 
1.1
5 3.77 
170.
0 38.2 C 
2L76 x 64 x 
6.4 2L3 x 2.5 x 0.25 307.8 69.2 
43 
4.1
2 
13.5
2 56.2 12.6 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
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44 
1.0
3 3.38 
151.
3 34.0 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
45 
3.4
7 
11.3
8 54.0 12.1 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 62.7 14.1 
46 
1.1
5 3.77 
185.
7 41.7 C 
2L76 x 64 x 
6.4 2L3 x 2.5 x 0.25 307.8 69.2 
47 
3.6
2 
11.8
8 49.3 11.1 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
48 
1.0
3 3.38 
165.
3 37.2 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
 
No
. 
kL 
(m) 
kL 
(ft) 
Forc
e 
(kN) 
Forc
e 
(kips
) 
T/
C 
Member 
Selection (SI) 
Member 
Selection (Imp.) 
Capacity 
(kN) 
Capacity 
(kips) 
49 
2.9
6 9.71 46.9 10.5 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 90.3 20.3 
50 
1.1
5 3.77 
201.
1 45.2 C 
2L76 x 64 x 
6.4 2L3 x 2.5 x 0.25 307.8 69.2 
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51 
3.1
3 
10.2
8 42.4 9.5 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
52 
1.0
3 3.38 
179.
4 40.3 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
53 
2.4
4 8.01 39.7 8.9 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 138.3 31.1 
54 
1.1
5 3.77 
216.
7 48.7 C 
2L76 x 64 x 
6.4 2L3 x 2.5 x 0.25 307.8 69.2 
55 
2.6
5 8.69 35.9 8.1 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
56 
1.0
3 3.38 
193.
2 43.4 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
57 
1.9
3 6.33 32.8 7.4 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 166.4 37.4 
58 
1.1
5 3.77 
232.
3 52.2 C 
2L76 x 64 x 
6.4 2L3 x 2.5 x 0.25 307.8 69.2 
59 
2.1
9 7.18 29.7 6.7 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
60 
1.0
3.38 
207.
46.6 T 
2L64 x 64 x 2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
259.3 58.3 
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3 2 4.8 0.1875 
61 
1.1
2 3.67 25.9 5.8 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 244.7 55.0 
62 
1.1
6 3.77 
248.
3 55.8 C 
2L76 x 64 x 
6.4 2L3 x 2.5 x 0.25 307.8 69.2 
63 
1.7
5 5.73 24.2 5.4 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
64 
1.0
3 3.38 
221.
1 49.7 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
65 
0.9
0 2.95 19.3 4.3 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 261.1 58.7 
66 
1.1
5 3.77 
265.
7 59.7 C 
2L76 x 64 x 
6.4 2L3 x 2.5 x 0.25 307.8 69.2 
67 
1.3
7 4.49 20.6 4.6 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
68 
1.0
3 3.38 
235.
4 52.9 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
69 
0.3
9 1.28 13.4 3.0 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 27.4 61.5 
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70 
0.8
6 2.83 
265.
7 59.7 C 
2L76 x 64 x 
6.4 2L3 x 2.5 x 0.25 320.7 72.1 
71 
0.7
7 2.53 
250.
9 56.4 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
72 
1.1
2 3.67 14.9 3.3 T 
2L76 x 64 x 
6.4 2L3 x 2.5 x 0.25 377.7 84.9 
73 
1.0
0 3.28 13.3 3.0 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 244.7 55.0 
Howe Truss: 
No. 
kL 
(m) 
kL 
(ft) 
Force 
(kN) 
Force 
(kips) 
T/C
Member 
Selection (SI) 
Member 
Selection (Imp.) 
Capacity 
(kN) 
Capacity 
(kips) 
1 1.12 3.67 14.7 3.3 T 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 305.6 68.7 
2 1.00 3.28 13.3 3.0 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 244.7 55.0 
3 0.86 2.83 250.4 56.3 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 261.1 58.7 
4 0.77 2.53 237.5 53.4 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
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5 0.39 1.28 0.1 0.0 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
6 1.15 3.77 233.5 52.5 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 244.7 55.0 
7 1.10 3.61 16.5 3.7 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 244.7 55.0 
8 1.03 3.38 237.5 53.4 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
9 0.90 2.95 5.8 1.3 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
10 1.15 3.77 217.5 48.9 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 244.7 55.0 
11 1.37 4.49 18.7 4.2 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 224.2 50.4 
12 1.03 3.38 222.4 50.0 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
13 1.41 4.63 12.5 2.8 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
14 1.15 3.77 201.9 45.4 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 244.7 55.0 
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6.4 
15 1.75 5.73 23.6 5.3 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 195.7 44.0 
16 1.03 3.38 207.7 46.7 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
17 1.93 6.33 19.6 4.4 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
18 1.15 3.77 186.4 41.9 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 244.7 55.0 
19 2.19 7.18 29.4 6.6 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 138.3 31.1 
20 1.03 3.38 193.9 43.6 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
21 2.44 8.01 26.2 5.9 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
22 1.15 3.77 170.8 38.4 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 244.7 55.0 
23 2.65 8.69 36.0 8.1 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 111.7 25.1 
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24 1.03 3.38 179.7 40.4 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
No. 
kL 
(m) 
kL 
(ft) 
Force 
(kN) 
Force 
(kips) 
T/C
Member 
Selection (SI) 
Member 
Selection (Imp.) 
Capacity 
(kN) 
Capacity 
(kips) 
25 2.96 9.71 33.4 7.5 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
26 1.15 3.77 155.2 34.9 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 244.7 55.0 
27 3.13 10.28 42.3 9.5 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 74.7 16.8 
28 1.03 3.38 165.9 37.3 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
29 3.47 11.38 40.5 9.1 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
30 1.15 3.77 62.3 14.0 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 244.7 55.0 
31 3.62 11.88 49.4 11.1 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 62.7 14.1 
32 1.03 3.38 152.1 34.2 T 
2L64 x 64 x 2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
259.3 58.3 
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4.8 0.1875 
33 3.99 13.09 47.6 10.7 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
34 1.15 3.77 123.7 27.8 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 244.7 55.0 
35 4.12 13.52 56.0 12.6 C 
2L76 x 51 x 
6.4 2L3 x 2 x 0.25 77.0 17.3 
36 1.03 3.38 137.9 31.0 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
37 4.50 14.76 97.4 21.9 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
38 1.15 3.77 123.7 27.8 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 244.7 55.0 
39 4.12 13.52 56.0 12.6 C 
2L76 x 51 x 
6.4 2L3 x 2 x 0.25 77.0 17.3 
40 1.03 3.38 137.9 31.0 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
41 3.99 13.09 47.6 10.7 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
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42 1.15 3.77 62.3 14.0 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 244.7 55.0 
43 3.62 11.88 49.4 11.1 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 62.7 14.1 
44 1.03 3.38 152.1 34.2 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
45 3.47 11.38 40.5 9.1 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
46 1.15 3.77 155.2 34.9 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 244.7 55.0 
47 3.13 10.28 42.3 9.5 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 74.7 16.8 
48 1.03 3.38 165.9 37.3 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
 
No. 
kL 
(m) 
kL 
(ft) 
Force 
(kN) 
Force 
(kips) 
T/C
Member 
Selection (SI) 
Member 
Selection (Imp.) 
Capacity 
(kN) 
Capacity 
(kips) 
49 2.96 9.71 33.4 7.5 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
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50 1.15 3.77 170.8 38.4 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 244.7 55.0 
51 2.65 8.69 36.0 8.1 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 111.7 25.1 
52 1.03 3.38 180.2 40.5 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
53 2.44 8.01 26.2 5.9 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
54 1.15 3.77 186.4 41.9 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 244.7 55.0 
55 2.19 7.18 29.4 6.6 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 138.3 31.1 
56 1.03 3.38 193.9 43.6 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
57 1.93 6.33 19.6 4.4 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
58 1.15 3.77 201.9 45.4 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 244.7 55.0 
59 1.75 5.73 23.6 5.3 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 195.7 44.0 
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6.4 
60 1.03 3.38 207.7 46.7 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
61 1.41 4.63 12.9 2.9 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
62 1.15 3.77 217.5 48.9 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 244.7 55.0 
63 1.37 4.49 18.7 4.2 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 224.2 50.4 
64 1.03 3.38 222.0 49.9 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
65 0.90 2.95 5.8 1.3 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
66 1.15 3.77 233.5 52.5 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 244.7 55.0 
67 1.10 3.61 16.5 3.7 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 244.7 55.0 
68 1.03 3.38 237.5 53.4 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
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69 0.39 1.28 0.1 0.0 T 
2L51 x 51 x 
3.2 2L2 x 2 x 0.125 139.7 31.4 
70 0.86 2.83 250.4 56.3 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 261.1 58.7 
71 0.77 2.53 237.5 53.4 T 
2L64 x 64 x 
4.8 
2L2.5 x 2.5 x 
0.1875 259.3 58.3 
72 1.12 3.67 14.7 3.3 T 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 305.6 68.7 
73 1.00 3.28 13.3 3.0 C 
2L64 x 51 x 
6.4 2L2.5 x 2 x 0.25 244.7 55.0 
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9.14 Carpentry Shop Activity Network 
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9.15 Dormitory Activity Network 
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9.16 Construction Crews  
Crew 
Abbreviation 
Crew Description 
1-Carp 1 Carpenter 
1-Elec 1 Electrician 
1-Pord 1 Painter, Ordinary 
2-Carp 2 Carpenters 
2-Sswk 2 Structural Steel Workers 
4-Rodm 4 Rodmen 
C-1 3 Carpenters, 1 Laborer 
C-2 1 Carpenter Foreman (out), 4 Carpenters, 1 Laborer 
C-6 1 Labor Foreman (outside), 4 Laborers, 1 Cement Finisher, 2 Gas Engine Vibrators 
C-14B 1 Carpenter Foreman (out), 16 Carpenters, 4 Rodmen (rein), 2 Laborers, 2 Cement 
Finishers, 1 Equip. Oper. (med.), 1 Gas Enginer Vibrator, 1 Concrete Pump (small) 
C-18 0.125 Labor Foreman (out), 1 Laborer, 1 Concrete Cart, 10 C.F.  
D-1 1 Bricklayer, 1 Bricklayer Helper 
D-8 3 Bricklayers, 2 Bricklayer Helpers 
E-3 1 Struc. Steel Foreman, 1 Struc. Steel Worker, 1 Welder, 1 Gas Welding Machine 
E-5 2 Struc. Steel Foremen, 5 Struc. Steel Workers, 1 Equip. Oper. (crane) 1 Welder, 1 
Equip. Oper. Oiler, 1 Crane, 90 Ton, 1 Gas Welding Machine 
E-7 1 Struc. Steel Foreman, 4 Struc. Steel Workers, 1 Equip. Oper. (crane), 1 Equip. Oper. 
Oiler, 1 Welder Foreman, 2 Welders, 1 Crane, 90 Ton, 2 Gas Welding Machines 
G-3 2 Sheet Metal Workers, 2 Building Laborers 
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9.17 Meeting Minutes 
MQP Meeting Minutes 
07/22/09  
Participants: 
Professor Salazar, Bill Kearney, Rudy Pinkham, Brian Labonte 
Topics:  
Project Updates:  
Project will focus primarily on the addition to the dormitory and the design and 
construction of the carpentry shop 
The clinic addition will be considered if there is enough time after design of dormitory 
and carpentry shop 
Free to make design suggestions for 2nd Story of dormitory 
Reviewed list of questions and information needed from Sister to begin design 
Carpentry shop 
Only focusing on basic architecture, structural, and possible layout of building 
Assume the following: 
Building on concrete footings 
Building on flat ground 
Building wall with CMU and floor with concrete slab 
Building sloped roof with metal joists and corrugated metal decking. 
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25 Student Capacity with 2-3 Teacher Capacity 
Building will have electricity 
Include the following when considering size and layout: 
2 offices 
Storage room for tools/equipment 
2 Bathrooms possibly with a shower 
Wood Rack 
Area to store ongoing wood projects 
Proposal Draft Comments: 
Introduction 
Include more detailed history of the Mission 
Bill Kearney will speak to Sister about this 
Could set up an interview with Sister 
Final Product 
Include technical specifications for all construction materials 
Prof. Salazar will teach us about how to do this properly 
Include all calculations used 
Tasks: 
Bill Kearney 
Contact Sister regarding questions and needed information about mission 
Rudy and Brian 
Continue working on proposal making changes/additions as needed 
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Stay updated on conditions in Honduras 
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MQP Meeting Minutes 
09/02/09 
12:00-1:00 
 
Participants: 
Bill Kearney, Brian Labonte, Professor Salazar, Rudy Pinkham  
Topics of Discussion:  
Contacting the Mission – Looking into the best method of contacting Sister Maria. Skype 
may not work on her end due to poor internet connections. We can look into getting 
approval from WPI for international phone calls.  
Dormitory: 
Need details about beam and column positions and sizes, material condition, etc. before 
we can begin structural designs 
Assume CMU with a thickness of 8” 
Sister Maria would probably appreciate a kitchen in the addition 
Use Revit Architecture for architectural designs 
Carpentry Shop:  
Sister Maria is excited about this project 
Should look at layout of Voc Tech school down Route 9 for ideas – should take 
measurements, pictures, and list of equipment 
Should currently focus on carpentry shop design as we have all necessary information 
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Use Revit Architecture for architectural designs 
Cost of Materials and Construction for Project Planning 
We can contact Luis for costs, specs, and labor rates for various trades, including 
plumbing, electrical work, and general labor 
Tasks:  
Bill – Contact Luis about cost of construction and materials; Contact Sister Maria to be 
sure there are no important changes 
Rudy and Brian – Visit carpentry shop; Edit/update proposal; Create Revit model for 
existing dormitory; Begin architectural designs of carpentry shop and second floor of 
dormitory.  
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MQP Meeting Minutes 
09/09/09 
12:00-1:00 
 
Participants: 
Brian Labonte, Professor Salazar, Rudy Pinkham  
Topics of Discussion:  
Preliminary Revit Architecture models 
Use the lengths measured for the exterior walls 
Approximate distances and widths of interior walls 
Narrow down the amount of models to present to the Mission and Paul Lukez 
Document why & how we narrowed our designs 
Pros/Cons 
Architectural plans for Worcester Vocational High School on Skyline Ave 
Available in Grad Research Room in KH 
Review them and take notes 
Stop by school in person to speak about a tour 
Father Craig  
He is in Fall River 
Consider contacting about project 
Possibly deliver package from Paul Lukez for Father Craig to bring to Sister Maria 
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Written Report 
Developing an outline will organize format 
Should be able to begin writing basic sections 
Tasks:  
Rudy and Brian –  
Write up entire MQP Outline 
Write up chapter about Revit and its uses in the field 
Stop by Worcester Vocational High School 
Email Bill Kearney 
Should we meet with Father Craig (can give him plans for Sister Maria from Paul)? 
Questions for Mission 
Revit Models  
(1) First floor as it is  
(2) Second floor with open space, no kitchenette and small bathroom by large dorm room  
(3) Second floor closed off from downstairs, kitchenette, and no small bathroom by large 
dorm room  
Floor plans for Carpentry Shop 
Review/read previous MQPs   
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MQP Meeting Minutes 
09/16/09 
10:40-12:25 
 
Participants: 
Bill Kearney, Brian Labonte, Professor Salazar, Rudy Pinkham  
Topics of Discussion:  
Photos From Bill:  
Bill provided dozens of photos about construction in Honduras 
Dormitory: 
Gave Bill list of information requirements via email 
We should make one more Revit model with two large dorm rooms in large area of 
second floor, with kitchenette moved to far end 
Bill needs .pdf files to show to Father Craig on Thursday 
Carpentry Shop:  
Still waiting on details of Traip Academy woodshop 
Bill might be able to get us access to WVHS woodshop 
We should make a basic architectural model of woodshop this week -> this model does 
not need to be checked with the Mission as a woodshop is standard and we know their 
needs 
Paper Outline 
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Looks good overall 
Introduction -> use the 5 paragraph outline given by IGSD 
Background -> Needs background of Honduras and the Mission 
Methodology -> Keep it brief 
Tasks:  
Bill – Meet with Father Craig and review .pdf files of carpentry shop 
Rudy and Brian: 
Create additional Revit drawing of second floor 
Print Revit files to .pdf for Bill and Father Craig 
Write Background and Introduction 
Make woodshop architectural model 
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MQP Meeting Minutes 
09/13/09 
10:40-12:25 
 
Participants: 
Brian Labonte, Professor Salazar, Rudy Pinkham  
Topics of Discussion:  
Paper Draft: 
We need to add something about the background of the Mission 
We need some more on international construction and the context in which we are 
designing this project, because Honduras is very different from the US 
Carpentry Shop:  
Basic design is a good start 
Need to find out if we know one or two the future users of the shop to have user input on 
the architectural design 
Dormitory Plans 
Bill showed them to Father Craig – Father Craig preferred the plans with the large 
dormitory rooms adjacent to the large bathrooms 
Building Codes  
We need to acquire the building codes we will be using, and determine what to do for 
seismic and wind provisions 
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We need to acquire fire codes, and ensure that our architectural design would pass them 
Tasks:  
Professor Salazar: Edit Paper and Return with comments 
Rudy and Brian: 
Make Revit Architectural drawing of shop 
Acquire structural codes, fire codes and architectural books to ensure that our designs are 
sufficient for codes and to supplement any seismic/wind/etc. data that may be missing for 
Honduras 
Find out if there is a known future user of the woodshop 
Add context and something about Honduras (may have to wait until we have more 
knowledge of the Mission) to the background 
Edit paper after receiving it from Professor Salazar.  
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MQP Meeting Minutes 
09/30/09 
3:00-3:45 
 
Participants: 
Brian Labonte, Professor Salazar, Rudy Pinkham, Bill Kearney  
Topics of Discussion: 
Dormitory Design:  
We will need another means of egress from the second story. This would probably be 
best in the narrow end behind the kitchenette.  
Architectural Guidelines – Bill has a book he can bring for us 
First floor bathrooms can probably be cut in half without the showers 
Information requirements: 
No new news from Mission about needed information. Bill can call to see where they are 
at.  
Woodshop Design:  
No known woodshop users as yet to critique architectural designs 
Sufficient space in field on farm for 40’x60’ building 
Building will abut fence that runs along road -> no windows on street side 
Peaked roof with overhang on all sides 
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Garage door and swinging door on front of building, with second swinging door on side 
of building.  
Lean-to will 10’ deep on the front of the building and run the full 40’ 
Use gutters on roof to redirect water and translucent roofing to allow light through to the 
interior 
John-Paul Miralda – Would be willing to meet with us if we have any questions about 
Honduras 
Paper – Make sure we document the design process! 
Tasks:  
Professor Salazar:  
Edit Paper and Return with comments 
Send John-Paul’s contact information to Brian and Rudy 
Bill:  
Contact Sister Maria to inquire about info requirements and to make it possible for Brian 
and Rudy to contact her directly 
Bring architectural guideline book to Worcester North  
Rudy and Brian: 
Organize information from IBC and IFC and make necessary design changes  
Obtain ASCE 7 to determine what info is needed for wind, rain, hail and seismic loadings 
Edit paper after comments are received from Prof. Salazar; Add international 
construction and context to the paper 
Update Revit model of Dormitory (windows and second means of egress) 
Complete Revit model of Woodshop with new information 
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MQP Meeting Minutes 
10/28/09 
2:00-3:00 
 
Participants: 
Brian Labonte, Professor Salazar, Rudy Pinkham, Bill Kearney  
Topics of Discussion: 
MQP Report:  
Much better than last time; Expect detailed comments later this week 
In the “Design Analysis” section for the dormitory, we should include a table comparing 
what is currently there with what will be there after construction is completed 
Sister Maria 
Required measurements will be coming next week. 
Available for phone call on November 11?   
Woodshop Design:  
Stairs must be added to access the loft 
Office, bathroom and storage space should be moved to the road side of the building. The 
building should be extended another 40 feet, so a 40’ x 40’ warehouse may be added.  
Roof overhang should be extended to 2 feet 
Dormitory Design:  
Alter design to use first-floor stairwell space more effectively.  
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Revit Structures 
Download and investigate linking files from Revit Architecture 
Investigate properties of the program 
Professor Jay – Will be our structural design contact 
Tasks:  
Professor Salazar:  
Edit Paper and Return with comments 
Bill:  
Contact Sister Maria to see if phone conversation on November 11 is a possibility  
Rudy and Brian: 
Investigate Revit Structures 
Make necessary alterations to paper 
Edit dormitory design 
Begin wind load calculations spreadsheet 
Contact Paul Lukez about final dormitory and woodshop plans 
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MQP Meeting Minutes 
11/04/09 
2:00-4:00 
 
Participants: 
Brian Labonte, Professor Salazar, Rudy Pinkham (phone), Professor Jay, Z. Grife, Julio Baeza 
Topics of Discussion: 
MQP Project  
Need to build frame for both designs 
Include concrete beams on top and bottom of walls 
Include vertical beams, connecting top and bottom beams, space 3-4m apart 
Need multiple joists for roof to extend across the wide open area of dormitory 
Suggested that we need to determine soil type to design footings 
Bill Kearney said not to worry about soil type and footings   
Relevant Books Suggested by Professor Jay 
Jack R. Benjamin.  Approx. Analysis of Building Frames.  McGraw Hill. 
Robert _____.  Structural Design.  
Emails for Structural Engineers in Central America  
zgrife@gmail.com 
bpereyra@uady.mx 
Tasks:  
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Professor Salazar:  
Edit Paper and Return with comments 
Rudy and Brian: 
Investigate Revit Structures 
Look over structural design books 
Begin preliminary designs/plans 
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MQP Meeting Minutes 
11/11/09  
Participants: 
Professor Salazar, Bill Kearney, Rudy Pinkham, Brian Labonte, Sister Maria, Prof. Jay 
Topics:  
Phone call with Sister Maria 
Measurements are almost finished – Will be sent by fax to Prof. Salazar when complete 
Carpentry shop – Design sounds good, will be faxed to Mission at 9:00 a.m. tomorrow  
morning 
Hurricanes – Mountains break wind before they reach the Mission – winds are not severe 
Earthquake – Experienced earthquake of magnitude 7.2  
Mission history – Sister Maria will send document to us 
Funds – Mission is short of funds to build carpentry shop  
General Meeting  
Move office, storage and bathroom to other side of building 
Extend roof ~20’ to allow for extra dry storage 
Structural Meeting 
Use Mexican codes for design 
Use wind speeds from Texas and Louisiana area – they should be equivalent speeds 
Use earthquakes from Mexico City or California – should be nearly equivalent 
Tasks: 
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Professor Salazar 
Comment on Paper 
Bill Kearney:  
Send cost estimate for chapel to Brian and Rudy 
Rudy and Brian 
Re-do carpentry shop design – Fax to Mission at 9:00 tomorrow morning 
Send email addresses to Sister Maria and Sister Marta 
Obtain Mexican Building Codes 
Calculate loads acting on building and design shear walls 
